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Abstract 
In this dissertation, we investigate the computational complexities of two schedul-
ing problems: allocating chain-like tasks on a chain-like network computer and 
scheduling a vehicle with time window constraints. 
For the first problem, the best known prior result is 0(m-\-(m'-n)2n) where 
m, m' and n denote the number of modules, the number of un-mergeable modules 
and the number of processors respectively[Hsu93]. We give two asymptotically 
optimal algorithms for solving a generalized decision version of the allocation 
problem and the optimization problem regarding a dominated task system. Four 
� 
algorithms based on different approaches are proposed to solve the optimization 
problem for a non-dominated task system. The first algorithm searches the 
optimal schedule length in a set which covers all possible schedule lengths. The 
time and space complexities are 0(m + m' log m' + m'{m' — n)) and 0(m + 
m'{m' — n)) respectively. The second algorithm is a searching algorithm based 
on a sorted matrix. The time and space complexities are 0(m + m' log m') and 
O(m) respectively. Thirdly, we present a simple constructive algorithm which 
has time and space complexities of 0{m-\-m'2) and 0{m) respectively. By taking 
the advantageous properties of the un-mergeable non-dominated task system, a 
modified version of the constructive algorithm is presented. The time complexity 
is 0(m-\-m ,n-\-m ,(m ,—n) log^m'—n)) if m—n < n; otherwise, 0(m-\-m fn log m'). 
The space complexity is 0(m). The optimal schedules obtained by all these 
algorithms share a common property that the minimal number of processors is 
iii 
always used so that they are the optimally load balanced optimal schedules. 
For the second problem, the single-vehicle scheduling problems with time 
window constraints on straight line and tree topologies, we show the Psaraftis's 
conjecture[Psar90] and prove that the optimization problem on a straight line 
with time windows is NP-hard. In addition, we present an 0(n2) algorithm 
for solving the optimization problem of a special case, in which all n sites have 
a common ready time. We also show the strong NP-hardness for the vehicle 
scheduling problem on a straight line with time windows and handling time. 
For a tree topology, we show that it is NP-hard even the degree of the tree is 
bounded. Furthermore, we prove that it is NP-hard in the strong sense if the 
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When we encounter a problem, a natural question we would like to answer is 
whether it can be solved by an efficient algorithm and what is the complexity 
of the algorithm. The efficiency and complexity of an algorithm are always 
regarded as the amount of resources that it requires. Occasionally, resources such 
as processors, communication bandwidth, or logic gates are of primary concern, 
but most often they are computational time and memory space that we want 
to measure. In the area of analysis of algorithms, it is generally agreed that an 
efficient algorithm is one whose time and space complexities are polynomially 
bounded by n, where n is the input size of the problem, while an inefficient 
algorithm is one which has exponential time or space complexities. 
The ultimate goal of designing and analyzing algorithms is attaining an op-
timal algorithm with the minimal time and space complexities. A worst-case 
performance is usually used as a measure to guarantee that the algorithm will 
never take any longer. In some particular case's, we shall be interested in the 
average-case complexity, which reflects the practical performance of an algo-
rithms. Generally, by analyzing several candidate algorithms for a problem, the 
most efficient one can be identified. Such analysis may indicate more than one 
viablS candidate, but several inferior algorithms are usually discarded in the 
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process. 
However, in the search for an efficient algorithm, the question arises if we fail 
to find an efficient algorithm after numerous trials and the best we can come up 
with is only an enumerative algorithm with exponential complexity. How can 
we conclude such enumerative algorithm is necessary and unavoidable? 
In an attempt to answer the question, Cook[Cook71] and Karp[Karp72] in the 
early seventies, identified a class of problems, called “NP-complete”，in which 
either all or none of them can be solved in polynomial time. They are also 
classified as intractable problems [Gare79]. Since then, many problems have 
been proven to be in this class. Despite vigorous research efforts for decades, 
no one is able to find a polynomial algorithm for any NP-complete problem. 
Therefore, there is strong evidence that no NP-complete problem can be solved 
by a polynomial time algorithm. A proof of NP-completeness thus serves as 
a formal justification for using methods of implicit enumeration to obtain the 
exact solution, or heuristics to get an approximate solution. As a consequence, 
it is important to determine whether a problem is NP-complete. Besides, the 
answer can lead to a better understanding of the problem. 
The goals of this research are designing and analyzing efficient algorithms as 
well as determining the intractability of some scheduling problems. For the re-
mainder of this chapter, we briefly introduce the scheduling problems considered 
in this dissertation and give the main results we obtained. Details of problems 
definitions and discussions will be、given in the individual chapter that follows. 
Chapter 2 is devoted to the discussion of scheduling un-mergeable chain-like 
tasks on a chain-like network computer (called a chain-like task system). The 
chain-like task system consists of m' modules which are scheduled on n proces-
sors. The objective is minimizing the maximum elapsed, time for the processors 
to complete the assigned modules. Firstly of all, we present an algorithm for 
the decision version of the problem. It is an asymptotically optimal algorithm 
2 
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with both 0(m') time and space complexities. Four algorithms using different 
approaches are proposed to solve the optimization problem. In-depth analysis 
and comparisons of these algorithms and the best known algorithm are also 
presented in this chapter. The best two algorithms have time complexities of 
0{m' log m'). Experiments are conducted so as to compare their performance 
from both theoretical and practical points of view. 
Chapter 3 is devoted to the discussion of single-vehicle scheduling problems 
with time window constraints. One vehicle is going to visit a set of sites which 
are connected according to two topological structures, straight line and tree. 
Each site should be visited within a time interval which is called a time window. 
The optimization problem is minimizing the total time taken to visit all sites. 
In this chapter, we present the Psaraftis's conjecture[Psar90] and prove that 
the optimization problems on a straight line with time windows for both path 
and tour versions are NP-hard. In addition, we give an 0(n2) algorithm for 
solving the optimization problem of a special case, in which all sites have a 
common ready time. For a tree topology, we show that it is NP-hard even the 
degree of the tree is bounded. Furthermore, we prove that it is NP-hard in the 
strong sense if the tree has an arbitrary degree. Lastly, we show the strong 
NP-hardness of some extensions of the vehicle scheduling problems with time 
window constraints. 
Chapter 4 summarizes the results of this dissertation and discusses some of 
the possible direction for future research. 




Scheduling Problems of 
Chain-like Task System 
2.1 Introduction 
Advances in semiconductor and computer networking technologies have made 
the development of multiprocessor system or distributed system one of the major 
trends in computer science. Multiple computer system gives high performance 
in an economical way and can be used to solve many complicated problems such 
as weather forecasting, signal processing, military defense, and so on. However, 
there exist some problems that prevent the system performance from increasing 
linearly as the number of processors increases. One of the major problems is to 
allocate several tasks over the processors optimally. A number of studies have 
been reported in the literature[Leun89] [Leun90] [Shih89] [Chun88] [Han89] [Du88]. 
But most of task assignments problems in multiple computer systems are proven 
computationally intractable[Leun89] [Leun90] [Gare79] [Du88] [Han89]. The prob-
lem we investigate in this chapter is the allocation of chain-like tasks on a chain-
like network computer which was first presented by Bokhari[Bokh88]. 
A chain-like task system consists of m modules scheduled on n processors. 
4 
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Each module is associated with an execution time and each module commu-
nicates with its neighboring modules with a communication cost. Since the 
interconnection pattern of the modules is serial, the processors need only be 
connected in a chain[Bokh88]. Typical application of chain-like task system is 
pipelining system with an essentially unending series of data. For example, each 
arriving packet of data may have to be Fourier transformed, multiplied by a 
fixed frequency, filtered, clipped, inverse transformed, etc. The maximum rate 
of processing is now determined by the processor (the bottleneck processor) that 
takes the longest amount of time (schedule length) to perform its tasks. The 
optimal allocation problem is to find a schedule in which the bottleneck proces-
sor has the minimal execution time. Bokhari presented an algorithm with time 
complexity 0(m3n) [Bokh88]. Sheu and Chiang showed that a more general as-
signment problem can be solved with time complexity 0(min{m, n}m2)[Sheu90]. 
Hsu proposed an approach which is composed of two phases: merging phase and 
assignment phase[Hsu93]. The time complexity of the merging phase is 0(m) 
and the overall complexity is 0(m + (m, - nfn) where m' denotes the num-
ber of the remaining modules after the merging phase [m' < m). These three 
algorithms use a similar approach, a layered graph method. In this chapter, 
we present several algorithms for tacking some scheduling problems as well as 
in-depth analysis for a chain-like task system. 
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follow: section 2.2 gives the 
formulation of the problem. The problem assumptions and notations are stated 
in this section. 
The principal idea and result of the existing algorithms are discussed in 
section 2.3. All these algorithms can be formulated as recurrence equations by 
using dynamic programming paradigm. 
In section 2.4, some decision algorithms for a chain-like task system are 
presented. They are applied in our algorithms for solving the allocation problem. 
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All these algorithms have both linear time and space complexities. Besides, some 
significant properties are given in this section. 
The chain-like task system is divided Into two categories, dominated and non-
dominated. The definitions are given in section 2.5. An asymptotically optimal 
algorithm is given for solving the allocation problem regarding a dominated 
task system in this section. Four different algorithms are presented for a non-
dominated task system in section 2.6 to 2.9. 
The first algorithm is a searching-based algorithm. It is presented in sec-
tion 2.6. It has time and space complexities of 0(m + m' log m' + m'(rn' — n)) 
and 0(m + m'{m' — n)) respectively. 
Section 2.7 gives an improved version of the searching-based algorithm. The 
principal idea is searching an element in a sorted matrix. The time and space 
complexities are 0(m + m'log m') and O(m) respectively. 
A simple constructive algorithm is given in section 2.8. It is a greedy algo-
rithm with time and space complexities of 0(m + m'2) and 0(m) respectively. 
In section 2.9, we present the last algorithm in this chapter, a modified 
version of the constructive algorithm. The time complexity is 0{m + m'n + 
m\m' — n) log(m, — n)) if m' - n < n] otherwise, 0(m + m'n\og{m' — n)). The 
space complexity is 0(m). The worst case of this algorithm is analyzed and the 
average-case performance is derived in this section. This algorithm shows an 
analogous worst-case and average-case phenomenona of quick sort. 
Section 2.10 gives an evaluation of performance of our algorithms and the best 
existing algorithm, Hsu's algorithm, from both theoretical and practical points 
of view. We conducted experiments to estimate the practical performance of our 
algorithms. Both experimental result and discussion are given in this section. 
Finally, we conclude this chapter in section 2.11 with a summary of our 
result. 
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2.2 Problem Assumptions and Notations Def-
inition 
• A chain-like task system consists of m modules,仏、 . . . , tm , scheduled on 
n processors. Execution time of module U is denoted as Ei and communica-
tion time of adjacent modules U and 夂+1 is denoted as C^i+i 
All of execution times and communication times are positive except that 
C0,i and Gm,m+i equal zero (Fig. 2.1). 
— ^ F E 2 • • • F E M _ ! J — = F E M J 
Figure 2.1: A chain-like task system. 
• Adjacent modules must be assigned to adjacent processors or the same 
processor, which is called contiguity constraint[BokhSS]. 
• If adjacent modules are assigned to the same processor, their communica-
tion (intra-communication) time is assumed to be zero. 
• A schedule is said to be feasible if it satisfies the contiguity constraint and 
T is the set of all feasible schedules. Fig. 2.2 shows a chain-like task system 
and a feasible schedule. 、 
• The elapsed time required to complete the execution and communication 
for a module (may be a sequence of adjacent modules) on a processor is 
called completion time. The completion time of a module t,-,denoted as 
CM Pi, is equal to C ^ i + 段 + The completion time of modules 
ti,ti+1,. • .、,tj, denoted as …①j, is equal to Ci-hi + YX=i  Ek + 
Cj，j+[ 
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I .. (a) 
P2(45):——f 20 
“ 2 0 8 
P3(46):—f 1 8 j — 
I P 4 (51) :—(Ts) 
丨 (b) 
Figure 2.2: (a) An example of chain-like task system with 7 modules scheduled 
on 4 processors, (b) A feasible schedule, S, with schedule length, C(S) = 51. p4 
is the bottleneck processor. (The numbers inside the brackets are the completion 
time of the corresponding processors.) 
For example, in Fig. 2.2, the completion time of t2, ..•，“，CMP2㊉…㊉4 = 
3 +(13 + 9 + 20)+ 20 = 65. 
• For a schedule S% if ti,ti+1,. .. ,tk are modules scheduled on processor pj, 
1 < i < k < m and 1 < j < n, CPj(S) denotes the completion time of 
processor pj, i.e., 
I； ‘ CPj(S) = CMPi^k. 
For example, in Fig. 2.2, CP4{S) = CAff t®…① 7 二 51 
• The schedule length of a schedule, C(S), is defined as the maximum com-
pletion time of all processors in S, i.e., 
, C{S) = m^XjiCPjiS)}. 
The corresponding processor is called bottleneck processor.、 
8 
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In Fig;«2.2.(b),llie schedule length of S is 51 and the bottleneck processor 
is p4. 
• For any feasible schedule, S eT , define M(SJ) be the total number of 
modules scheduled on the fitst j processors where I < j < n. 
For example, in Fig. 2.2.(b)，the number of modules scheduled on pi to p3 
is M(5,3) 二 5. 
• An optimal schedule, S°, is a feasible schedule with the minimal schedule 
length, i.e.,彐3。G 7 such that 
C{S°) <C(S'), WS'eJ7. 
The optimization problem is finding an optimal schedule for a chain-like 
task system. 
2.3 Related Works 
In this section, we present the three existing algorithms for finding an optimal 
schedule of a chain-like task system. For the sake of brief, we illustrate these 
algorithms with examples. We are going to solve the optimization problem for a 
chain-like task system with 5 (m = 5) modules scheduled on 3 (n 二 3) processors 
(Fig. 2.3). 
tl U t3 U t5 
Figure 2.3: An example chain-like task system for illustrating the existing algo-
rithms. " 
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2.3.1 Bokhari's Algorithm 
Bokhari's approach is to first draw up a layered graph (Fig. 2.4.(a))[Bokh88]. 
There are n layers (3 layers) with one starting nodes s and one terminal node 
t. Each node in layer z is denoted by a pair < j,k > which means that module 
tj,tj+1,…fy are scheduled on processor pi. For each node < j,k > in layer i, 
there is an edge, e, emanate from < j , fe > to < A; + 1, / > in layer i + 1 with 
weight, W{e) = (7M_Pj®…映 
Having constructed the layered graph, we can define a label L(i) for each 
node i. Initially, all nodes, except those in the first layer, have been assigned 
infinite label. Then, if there is an edge e connecting node a(above) to node 
6(below), L(6) = min{L(6),max{VF(e), L{a)}} 
In Fig. 2.4, the number in the square is the label of a node. An arrow is 
added to an edge if this edge contributes the label of the node in the lower layer. 
For example, < 2,3 > connects to < 4,5 > and < 3,3 > connects to < 4,5 >. 
L(< 4,5 >) = min{max{13,32},max{ll ,18}} 二 18，so that there is an arrow 
in the edge connecting < 3,3 > and < 4,5 >. By tracing backwardly(thickened 
line), we can obtain the optimal schedule with schedule length 23 as shown in 
Fig 2.4.(b). „ 
The number of nodes per layer in the layered graph is 0(m2). The total 
number of nodes is 0(m2n) since there are n layers. Each node has at most m 
edges connected to it and there are altogether 0(m3n) edges. Each edge is only 
examined once and the time complexity is 0(m3n)[Bokh88]. 
Bokhari's algorithm can be formulated as a dynamic programming algorithm 
as follows, let Ij{u,v) denotes the minimal completion time of p i , . . . such 
that tu,…，t” are scheduled on pj, < u < v < m^ 
\ o i f i = o 
Ij(u,v)= < 
[mini<^<n{max{/j_i(to, u — 1)，CMPw@...@u-\}} otherwise. 
The optimal schedule length is mini<u<m{/n(w, m)}. 
10 
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C O 
• • 
<1’1> _0_ <1，2> [_0J <1，3> |_0_ 
13/ iA N.13 1l\ \27 
s / n n \ n 
<2,2> 13 <2,3> [l3j <2,4>|l3J <33>| l l| <3,4>[ljJ <44> 127 
\ \ / t^abel of <4,4> 
v VA 
<3，5> \l6j <45> 181, \^5,5>[25_ 
T 23 Optimal Schedule Length 
(a) 
P 1 : 上 
P2: 
(b) 
Figure 2.4: The execution of Bokhari's algorithm, (a) The layered graph. The 
number in the square is the label of a node. An arrow is added to an edge if 
this edge contributes the label of the node in the lower layer, (b) The optimal 
schedule obtained by Bokhari's algorithm. 
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2.3.2 Sheu and Chiang's Algorithm 
Sheu and Chiang released the constraint that m is no less than n and all proces-
sors must be utilized[Sheu90]. The method is similar to Bokhari's approach. A 
n (n = 3) layered graph is constructed (Fig. 2.5.(a)). The ith layer (except the 
last layer) contains nodes with name i, i +1,…，m. A node j is connected to all 
nodes, whose names are greater than j, in the layer below it. The weight of an 
edge connected node j and node k is equal to ㊉…㊉A；. Finally, by applying 
Bokhari's labeling procedure, we can obtain the optimal schedule (Fig. 2.5.(b)). 
There are only min{m,n} layers, each layer has at most m nodes and each 
node is connected to at most m nodes, the number of edges and hence the time 
complexity is 0(min{m, n}m2). 
Sheu and Chiang's algorithm can be formulated as the following dynamic 
programming algorithm. Let Jj(u) denotes the minimal completion time of 
外，...,pj such that tu .,., tu are scheduled on the first j processors where j < 
w < m, 
f C M f t ① i f i = 1 
Jj(U)= < 
[ m i n i _ i < v < 1 x { m a x { C M P v + m . . . @ u } } otherwise. 
The optimal schedule length, is mini<j<n{Jj(m)}. 
2.3.3 Hsu's Algorithm 
This algorithm is composed of two phases: merging phase and assignment 
phase[Hsu93]. In merging phase, some adjacent modules in a chain-like task 
system are merged with the intention of reducing their completion times. The 
assignment phase is similar to Sheu and Chiang's algorithm. 
Phase 1: Merging phase We can observe that if the communication time 
between two processors is dominating the execution times of these two modules, 
12 
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! ^ f ^ 
j © 0 
f ^ p l T I (V lp i s l C4)|1F1 (5)[~27" 
( 5 ) 23 Optimal Schedule Length 
(a) 
P 1 : 上 
P2: 
(b) 
Figure 2.5: The execution of Sheu and Chiang's algorithm, (a) The layered 
graph. The number in the square is the label of a node. An arrow is added to 
an edge if this edge contributes the label of the node in the lower layer, (b) The 
optimal schedule obtained by Sheu and Chiang's algorithm. 
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we can reduce the completion time by scheduling these two modules on the same 
processor (i.e., treat the two modules as a single merged module). For example, 
in Fig. 2.6, Ci,2 has a dominating intercommunication time, the completion time 
for the combined (called merged) module is reduced, 
Z—一 〜、、 
. . - W O T -
v Merged module 
Figure 2.6: Two mergeable modules and the corresponding merged module. 
In Fig. 2.6, the completion times of the modules are 
CMP1 = 4 + 9 = 1 3 
CMP2 = 9 + 1 + 6 二 16 
CMPim 二 10 + 1 二 11 < m^x{CMPuCMP2}. 
Two modules, U and ti+1 are mergeable if the completion time of the merged 
module is no greater than the maximum completion time of U and , i.e., 
CMP i^+1 <m^x{CMPi,CMPi+1}. 
In other words, U and U+i are mergeable if 
Ci,i+1 > Ei + Ci-i^i or Ci’i+i > Ei+1 + Ci+1}{+2-
Two modules, U and ti+1 are un-mergeable if they are not mergeable, i.e., 
< Ei + Ci_i’i and Ci^+i < 及+i + 
14 
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A chain-like task system is said to be un-mergeable if all pairs of modules are 
not mergeable[Hsu93]. 
Merging is performed iteratively until any adjacent pair of the remaining 
modules are un-mergeable (Fig. 2.7). Since we examine each module once, the 
time complexity of the merging phase is 0(m). 
EL E2 E3 E4 E5 
\ / ^ Mergeable chain 
EL ^ E2 E3 E4 
Un-mergeable chain 
Figure 2.7: The result after the merging phase of Hsu's algorithm. 
Phase 2: Assignment phase Let m' be the number of merged modules 
remained after the merging phase. If m' < n, we can use m' processors and each 
(merged) module is submitted to one processor(Fig. 2.8). If m' is larger than 
n, the assignment phase is identical to Sheu and Chiang's method except there 
are at most m' — n + 1 nodes in any layer (Fig. 2.9). The number of edges is 
reduced to 0((m' - n)2n) and hence the time complexity is 0((m f — n)2n). 
As a result, the total time complexity of Hsu's algorithm is 0(m+(m /-n)2n). 
Hsu's assignment phase can be formulated as the following dynamic program-
ming algorithm. Let Kj{u) denotes the minimal completion time of 外，• •.，朽 
such that t i , . . . are scheduled on the first j processors where j < u < 
m' -n + j , 
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Figure 2.8: The execution of the assignment phase of Hsu's algorithm when 
m' < n. The first module (merged) in the left schedule is identical to the first 
two modules (mergeable) in the right schedule. 




The optimal schedule length is Kn{m'). 
In this section, we have presented the three existing algorithms. All these 
algorithms use a layered approach and they can be formulated as dynamic pro-
gramming algorithms . I n the following sections, we present our result based on 
different paradigms of designing algorithm. By Hsu's result[Hsu93], all consec-
utive mergeable modules can be scheduled on the same processor in the opti-
mal schedule. For the rest of this'chapter, we mainly deal with un-mergeable 
chain-like task system by applying the Hsu's merging phase and obtaining an 
un-mergeable chain-like task system with m' un-mergeable modules. The task 
system is assumed to be un-mergeable unless it is stated explicitly. 
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丨 ^ ^ 
C^g © 0 
Z Wei9ht Gibel of 2 
18 21 
^ ^ Label=min{25,27} 
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pi： P I ： 上 g M g ^ " 
P2： 三 P 2 : 
P3： p 3 : 
(b) 
Figure 2.9: The execution of the assignment phase of Hsu's algorithm when 
m' > n. (a) The layered graph. The number in the square is the label of a 
node. An arrow is added to an edge if this edge contributes the label of the 
node in the lower layer, (b) The optimal schedule obtained by Hsu's algorithm. 
The first module (merged) in the left schedule is identical to the first two modules 
(mergeable) in the right schedule. 
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2.4 Decision Algorithms for Un-mergeable Task 
System 
In this section, we present some decision algorithms for an un-mergeable chain-
like task system. These algorithms are applied to the algorithms solving the 
optimization problem in the following sections. Firstly, the following lemma 
gives a significant property of an un-mergeable chain-like task system. 
L e m m a 2.1 For m' un-mergeable modules, h,... ,tm,, in a chain-like task sys-
tem, l<i<p<q<j<m\ 
CM/^^.+l ㊉ > CMPp ㊉ p+l ㊉… 
The equality sign holds iffi = p and j = q. 
Proof. 
㊉…㊉j — C M P修.彻 
j q 
=Ci-i^i + [ 丑A； + Cj,j+i - Cp-i)V ~22Ek — Cgiq+i 
k=i k=p 
p-1 J 
= Y ^ d u + 仏-ck，k+i) + (Ck’k+i + Ek - ck-i,k) 
> 0 [Ck-i,k Ek> Ck}k+i and CkMi -\~Ek> Ck-i,k)-
The equality sign holds iff z = p and j = q. 口 
2.4.1 Feasible Length-/C Schedule 
Def i n i t i on 2.1 A schedule is called a feasible length-JC schedule if 
SeJ7 and L(S) = max {CPj(S)} < JC 
l<j<.n 
where JC is a constant. The set of feasible length-K schedule is denoted as Tk,. 
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The following algorithm decides whether there exists a feasible length-/C 
schedule. The input modules are assumed to be un-mergeable. It schedules as 
many modules on a processor as possible successively and the completion time 
of each processor is no greater than JC. If all modules can be scheduled properly, 
it returns 'Yes'; otherwise it returns 'No'. 
Algorithm A (Greedy Algorithm) 
Input: m' un-mergeable modules with their execution times and communi-
cation times，n processors and JC G R+. 
Output: ‘Yes, if there exists a feasible length-JC schedule; otherwise，‘No，. 
⑴ j = 1, CT 二 0 丨 j j denotes the processor number 
(2) for i 二 1 to m' //for each module U 
(3) if CP + Ei + Ci^i — Ci-hi >JC //if we cannot schedule U on pj 
(4) j z= n //no processor left 
(5) return. (No， 
(6) else 
(7) CP = + Ei + C。+1 HCP 二 CMPi 
(8) if (CP〉JC) //schedule length > JC 
(9) return 'No, 
(10) j = j + l 
(11) else 
(12) C P = C P + Ei + Ci}i+1 — Ci-hi //schedule U on P j 
(13) 5[z] = j 
(14) return 'Yes' 
For the above algorithm, CP is the current completion time of processor pj 
and S is an array such that S[i] = j if U is scheduled on processor pj. For each 
module, U (line 2), if it can be scheduled on processor pj (by checking whether 
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the new completion time is greater than JC in line 3), update the completion time, 
CP, in line 12; otherwise, if no processor left, we cannot schedule U and return 
'No' in line 5. If there remains idle processor (line 7-10) and the completion 
time of module U is no greater than /C(line 10), we can schedule U on processor 
pj+1 and update both CP and j. Otherwise, return 'No' in line 9. In line 13, 
we store the index of processor pj in S[i] and return 'Yes' in line 14 if all m' 
modules can be scheduled. Fig. 2.10 illustrates the above algorithm. 
Since each taodule is examined only once and there are m' modules (line 
2), the time and space complexities of Algorithm A are 0(m'). For a mergeable 
chain-like task system with m modules, O(m) time is needed for merging[Hsu93] 
and 0(rn')(m' < m) time is used for Algorithm A, the overall time complexity 
is 0(m). 
The decision algorithm, Algorithm A, can be modified to give a feasible 
length-/C schedule if J 7 ^ 0- The only modification is returning 'Yes' as well 
as the feasible length-X： schedule, S, in line 14. The resultant feasible length-/C 
schedule has the following characteristics, 
L e m m a 2.2 By comparing the feasible length-JC schedule S return by Algo-
rithm A and any feasible length-JC schedule S'，the total number of modules 
have been scheduled up to pj (I < j < n) in S is no less than that in S', i.e., 
I M{SJ)>M{S'J), V j ， l < j < n , 、 S 丨 G T^ • 
where M(SJ) denotes the total number of modules scheduled on pi,p2,. •. in 
I S: 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary, there exists a feasible schedule S' such that 
there exists a processor, pj and M[S,f) < M(S'J) where 1 < j < n. Let k be 
the smallest index of such processor in nk-i and nk (also n'k_x and n'k) be 
• the total number of modules scheduled up to pk-i and pk in S [S') respectively 
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Figure 2.10: The execution of Algorithm A. (a) An un-mergeable chain-like 
task system with 4 modules scheduled on 3 processors. K equals 25. (b) 
is scheduled on pi and CP = 12. (c) t2 cannot be scheduled on px since the 
completion time of pi becomes 26 which is greater than K. t2 is scheduled on 
p 2 . (d) Successive iterations and the final feasible length-/C schedule is shown in 
(e). Algorithm A returns 'Yes' because all modules can be scheduled properly. 
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• {M{S,k - 1) = M(S f, k-l) = 0\ik = 1). Then 
I = M(5, k-l)> M(S\ k — 1) = n'k_x and n'k > nk. 
In S, tn/c_1+i,. • •，tnk are scheduled on pk and tnk+1 cannot be scheduled on pk 
(line 3 in Algorithm A), i.e., 
C M i ^ y + i ㊉ … > ^ 
I 一 i + 1 ； ” ① < > CMPnk_1+w...eni (Lemma 2.1, nfc_i > n'k_x) 
> CMPnk_ (Lemma 2.1, n'k >nk-\-l) 
'i > K 
which is contradictory to the fact that S' is a feasible lengtli-/C schedule. • 
T h e o r e m 2,3 If S is a schedule return by Algorithm A, S is a feasible length-JC 
schedule using the minimal number of processors. 
Proof. Suppose S uses n* processors and 彐Y G Trz such that S' uses only n' 
processors with n' < n* ^  
m' = M{S',n') (by definition) 
< M(5, n') (by Lemma 2.2) 
< M(5>*) {n' < n*) 
= m ' . 
It leads to contradiction. • 
T h e o r e m 2.4 For m' un-mergeable modules scheduled on n processors, Algo-
rithm A returns a feasible length-JC schedule S iff there exists a feasible length-IC 
schedule S'(i.e., J~k, ^  0J-
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Proof. 
Part 1: “泠 ” part. 
If Algorithm A answers 'Yes' and returns S, it is obvious that S is a feasible 
length-/C schedule because we schedule U on processor pj iff the completion time 
of processor pj is less than or equal to /C , 1 < i < i.e., 
C(S) = max {CPj(S)} <K � S eJ^K . 
l<i<n 
Part 2: “仁 ” part. 
If Algorithm A answers 'No"', there are only two possibilities, 
Case 1: No processor left (line 5) 
By Theorem 2.3, ^S' G J^jc such that S' uses fewer processors than S, i.e., 
S' needs more than n processors. It implies that = 0-
Case 2: There exists a module, U, such that the completion time of U is greater 
than K (line 9). It is obvious that there does not exist a feasible length-/C sched-
ule because each processor must be assigned at least one module. In addition, 
the more modules assigned on one processor, the larger the completion time (by 
Lemma 2.1). Again, Tk = 0- 口 
2.4.2 Generalized Decision Test 
By Algorithm A, we can decide the existence of a feasible length-/C schedule 
where /C is a given constant. Equivalently, we can decide whether a given con-
stant K is no less than the optimal schedule length. Now, we extend this algo-
rithm and present a generalized decision test which can discriminate any con-
stant K from the optimal schedule length. JC0 . First of all, we give an algorithm 
for testing the existence of a feasible schedule with schedule length strictly less 
than a constant JC • The idea is similar to Algorithm A and the only modification 
is replacing ">" by ">" in line 3 and 8. 
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Algor i thm B 
Input: m' un-mergeable modules with their execution times and communi-
I cation times, nprocessors and K e 
Output:  (Yes' if there exists a feasible schedule with schedule length strictly 
less than K ； otherwise,  (No\ 
I (1) j = hCP = 0 
(2) for i = 1 to m' 
I (3) if CP% Ei + C^ - C^ >K //modified 
(4) if j = n 
(5) return 'No' 
(6) else 
I (7) CP = Ci.^i + 及 + 
(8) if {CP > JC) //modified 
(9) return ‘No’ 
？ (io) i = i +1 
(11) else 
(12) CP = CP^t Ei + Ci,i+1 - Ci.hi 
(13) return 'Yes' 
The time and space complexities of Algorithm B are 0(m f). 
T h e o r e m 2.5 For m' un-mergeable modules scheduled on n processors, Algo-
rithm B returns  cYesy iff there exists a feasible schedule with schedule length less 
than JC. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of the decision algorithm, Algorithm A. • 
It is obvious that a constant JC is the optimal schedule length if and only 
if there exists a feasible length-/C schedule and no feasible schedule with sched-
ule length strictly less than JC. By using the outcomes of Algorithm A and 
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Algorithm B, we can distinguish the three cases in Table 2.1. 
Algorithm A Algorithm B Result 
‘Yes, ‘Yes, 
• “Yes’ — ‘No， 
. ‘No， ‘No, ‘ / C c ^ j 
I Table 2.1: The three combinations of the result of Algorithm A and Algorithm B. 
As a consequence, we have the following 0{m') algorithm, which can be used 
to compare any given constant JC with the optimal schedule length. 
Algor i thm C (Generalized Decision Test) 
Input: m' un-mergeable modules with their execution times and communi-
cation times，n processors and JC G R 
Output: %> K°\ %= K。，or %< Kor where K° is the optimal schedule 
length 
(1) apply Algorithm A 
(2) if ‘Yes, 
(3) apply Algorithm B 
(4) if ‘Yes， 
(5) return 'JC二 K0 ' 
(6) else 
(7) return ‘/C> /C°' 
(8) else 
(9) return X < /C°' 
We can decide whether a given constant K is the optimal schedule length 
by the above algorithm, Algorithm C. In addition, by Theorem 2.3, we can get 
an optimal schedule using the minimal number of processors, once we know the 
optimal schedule length by using the modified Algorithm A. In the following 
25 
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I 
sections, we apply the generalized decision test, Algorithm C, to find an optimal 
schedule using different design paradigms. 
2.5 Dominated and Non-dominated Task Sys-
tems 
• 
In this section, the chain-like task systems are divided into two categories, dom-
inated and non-dominated. We present an asymptotically optimal algorithm 
for the optimization problem tackling the dominated task system and give a 
property for the non-dominated task system‘ 
De f i n i t i o n 2.2 An un-mergeable chain-like task system with m' modules is said 
to have a dominated optimal schedule if the optimal schedule length of this task 
system is equal to the completion time of one module (merged module), i.e., 
Bi, 1 < i < rri', s.t. 
V5 G Trco , C(S) = CMPi 
This chain-like task system is called a dominated task system. 
A chain-like task system is said to have a non-dominated optimal schedule 
if it has no dominated optimal schedule and it is called a non-dominated task 
system. 
2.5.1 Algorithm for Dominated Task System 
It is easily observed that the optimal schedule length is no less than the com-
pletion time of any single un-mergeable module. It is because the completion 
time increases as more modules are assigned on a processor by Lemma 2.1 (sec-
tion 2.4). As a result, a task system is dominated if and only if the optimal 
schedule length equals the maximum completion time of the m' modules. The 
following algorithm can be used to find a dominated optimal schedule in O(m') 
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time. It tests whether a chain-like task system is dominated and returns an 
optimal schedule if the answer is 'Yes'. 
Algor i thm D (Dominated Task System) 
Input: m' un-mergeable modules in a chain-like task system with their ex-
ecution times and communication times，n processors. 
Output:  (Yes f and gives an optimal schedule S if the task system is a dom-
B inated task system; otherwise, ‘No，. 
(1) find the maximum completion time, /C= maxi<t<m/{CMP^} 
(2) if ‘K= /C°' //decision test, Algorithm C 
(3) return the corresponding optimal schedule 
(4) else 
(5) return 'No' 
The above algorithm applies the generalized decision algorithm, Algorithm C 
(section 2.4.2), to test whether a input chain-like task system is dominated in 
line 2. The time and space complexities are 0{m'). 
2.5.2 Property of Non-dominated Task System 
By [Hsu93], we know there exists a bottleneck processor, which has been sched-
uled no greater than m' — n + 1 modules, in any optimal schedule. For a non-
dominated task system, a stronger lemma can be proven as follows, 
L e m m a 2.6 For a non-dominated task system，the maximum number of mod-
ules assigned on any processor in any optimal schedule is no greater than m'-
n + 1. 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary, there exists an optimal schedule and a pro-
cessor pj (1 < j < n) such that the number of modules assigned on pj is greater 
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I 
than m' -n-\-\. As a result, the total number of remaining modules is less than 
n - 1. We can now construct another schedule, such that each remaining 
醒 ^^ H 
I module is scheduled on one processor and the modules assigned on pj is split 
into two parts (called them L and R). These two parts are scheduled on two 
I consecutive processors and the completion time of neither L nor R is zero. Then 
C(S') = max{L, R, CMPX} (x is the index of remaining modules) 
= m a x { L , R} (definition of non-dominated task system) 
I < C{S) (by Lemma 2.1) 
which is contradictory to the fact that S is an optimal schedule. 口 
In the following sections, four algorithms are presented for tackling the op-
timal problem regarding the non-dominated task system. 
I 2.6 A Searching-Based Algorithm for the Op-
timization Problem 
In the section 2.5.1, we presented an asymptotically optimal algorithm for the 
optimization problem of a dominated task system. Now we apply the generalized 
decision algorithm, Algorithm C (section 2.4.2), and propose the first algorithm 
to give an optimal schedule for any un-mergeable chain-like task system. The 
time complexity is 
0{m + m' log m') \i m' - n = o(log n) 
< 0(m + m'{m' - n)) if O(log n) = m f - n = o(n) 
0(m + m/2) otherwise. 
、 、 
The space complexity is 0(m m'(m' — n)). 
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2.6.1 Algorithm 
It is obvious that the schedule length of any schedule is equal to the longest 
completion time of the n processors, i.e., the completion time of the bottleneck 
processor. We can construct a set which contains all possible values of the 
optimal schedule length: 
I 
二 iOMP^my ' l < i < J < m'}. 
We can reduce the size of this set by using the property of a non-dominated 
task system. By Lemma 2.6 (section 2.4.1), the maximum number of modules 
scheduled on any processor in any optimal schedule is m ; — n + 1, so that the 
bottleneck processor is assigned no more than m' - n I modules. We can 
construct a set A which covers all possible optimal schedule lengths as follows, 
A 二 {CMPie...ej : 1 < i < j < m' ^nd j - i < m' - n}. 
The size of A is 
m' m' n—1 
i=n i=l 
Now, we can find the median K of the elements in A and apply Algorithm C 
as a feasibility test. If Algorithm C answers JC°\ we can simply return the 
corresponding optimal schedule (a feasible length-/C schedule); otherwise, JC is 
either greater or smaller than the optimal schedule length. In both cases, we 
can eliminate at least half of the elements in A. The above steps are repeated 
until we find out the optimal schedule. 
Algori thm E (Searching-Based Algori thm) 
Input: m' un-mergeable modules in a chain-like task system with their ex-
ecution times and communication times，n processors. 
Output: An optimal schedule. 
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(1) merge the m modules into m' un-mergeable modules by Hsu's algorithm 
(2) apply Algorithm D and return the optimal schedule, S, if the task 
system is a dominated task system 
(3) construct a set 八 such that 
I A = {CMPi^j ' . l < i < j < m ' ^ j - i < m ' - n } 
(4) find the median, /C, in A 
(5) apply the generalized decigion test, Algorithm C 
I (6) if 
(7) return the corresponding optimal schedule 
(8) else if X > 
(9) K — K- {x :x>K and a; G A} 
I (10) else / / X < JC°' 
(11) A = A~ {x : x <)C and ^ € A} 
(12) repeat steps (4)-(12) 
In the above algorithm, we apply the generalized decision test, Algorithm C, 
with JC equals the median in A. If JC is larger than K。, remove all elements which 
are no less than A： in A (line 9). Similarly, we remove all elements no greater than 
X： if /C is smaller than K° (line 11). The same procedure is repeated until the 
median matches the optimal schedule length in line 6. Algorithm E always halts 
and returns an optimal schedule because the set A covers all possible optimal 
schedule lengths and it reduces in size at each iteration. Fig. 2.11 gives a non-
dominated task system with 4 un-mergeable modules scheduled on 3 processors. 
The execution of Algorithm E is shown as below, 
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Figure 2.11: The execution of Algorithm E. (a) An un-mergeable non-dominated 
task system with. 4 modules, scheduled on 3 processors, (b) The corresponding 
optimal schedule with schedule length 23. 
line 3 : A = {CMPU CMP耻 CMP2, CMP2m, CMP3, CMP3®4, CMP4} 
={12,25,21,30,19,23,20} 
line 4 : /C=median in A = 21 
line 5 : result is X < /C°' 
line 11 : A = {25,30,23} 
line 4 : JC =median in A = 25 
line 5 : result is '/C> /C°' 
line 11 : A = {23} 
line 4 : JC =median in A = 23、 
line 5 : result is ‘/C二 K 0 , . 
line 7 : return the optimal schedule with schedule length 23, Fig. 2.11.(b) 
2.6.2 Complexity Analysis 
The time complexity of Algorithm E consists of several parts. Firstly, O(m) time 
for merging the modules(line 1) and O(m') time for deciding whether the task 
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system is dominated. Secondly, we need 0(rn'{m' 一 n)) time for constructing 
A in line 4. For step 4 to 12, we can find the median of N elements in 0(N) 
1 time[Blum73][Floy75][Hoar61]. The.feasibility test, Algorithm C, takes 
time and we can remove elements (line 9, 11) in O(N) time. Let X(N) be the 
time taken for step 4 to 12, 
|| f 0{m') iiN = l 
I X < < N — j X ( f ) + 0(N) + 0(m') otherwise 
X(\A\) 二 0(m , logm, + m , (m ' - n)). 
As a result, the total time complexity of Algorithm E is 
TE{m, n) = 0(m + m' log m' + m(m — n)). 
For m' -n = o(log n), 0(m'(m, — n)) < 0(m' log m'), 
TE(rn, m\ n) — 0{m + m log m
7). 
For 0(logn) = m' — n 二 o{n), ©(m'log m') < (d{m'(m' — n)), 
r丑(m, n) = 0(m + m'(m! — n)). 
For m' -n = 0(m' 一 n) 二 •(mO， 
TE(m, n) = 0(m + m
/2). 
Thus, 
0 (m + m' log m') if — n 二 o(log n) 
TE(m, m\ 72) = < 0(m + m'(m
f — n)) if O(log n) — m' - n = o{n) 
0(m + m'2) otherwise. 
、 
The space complexity of Algorithm E is 0 (m + |A|) == 0 (m + m'{m' - n)). 
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I 2.7 A Searching Algorithm Based on a Sorted 
I Matrix 
I 
In section 2.6, we proposed a searching-based algorithm for finding an optimal 
schedule. All possible optimal schedule lengths are stored in a set A and 
I A = {CMPi^j : l < i < j < m ' ^ A j - i < m ' - n } . 
The optimal schedule length, K0, is an element in A such that K° is the 
minimal value with a feasible length-/C° schedule. In this section, We are going 
to use another representation of all possible optimal schedule lengths and give 
an 0(m + m' log m') algorithm for obtaining an optimal schedule. 
2.7.1 Sorted Matrix 
By using the monotonic increasing property of sub-chains of un-mergeable mod-
ules (Lemma 2.1 in section 2.4), a partial order relationship of all possible sched-
ule lengths can be established as follows, \/i < k < j j - i <m' -n, 
I CMP•.制 > 
and C M P * . , j > C M P • 普 
The schedule lengths can be arranged as a m, x m' matrix, S, such that 
0 if i > j 
s、j = 《 o o iN < j — m' + n 
otherwise 
i.e., 
“CMPi ••• CMPie...®m'_n+l ⑷ ... 00 
0 CMPi ... CMP2e-em'-n+2 .. 
0 0 ... ... ...
 0 0 
S= . . . . • 
： 0 . . . . . . . CMPm '一 
0 ，.. o . . . i 
0 0 •.杯 0 0 CMPm 丨 _ 
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Figure 2.12: (a) An un-mergeable chain-like task system with 8 modules sched-
uled on 3 processors, (b) The corresponding sorted matrix ST. Every row or 
column contains a monotonic non-decreasing sequence of elements, (c) The 
four block matrices at the first iteration. The size of each block matrix is 
D( l ) = ^ - 4. The elements in the empty and shaded squares are the smallest 
and largest elements in each block matrix respectively. 
Each row (column) contains a 平onotonic non-decreasing (non-increasing) 
sequence of elements (Lemma 2.1). The transpose of S, ST, is called a sorted 
ma^n'a:[Jolin78][Fred82][Fred84] such that \/i,j,k,l < fc < j < m' and 1 < i < 
m'， 
4’k <  and sli ^  sli-
Fig. 2.12.(a)-(b) shows an un-mergeable task system and the corresponding 
sorted matrix using 3 processors. 
By taking advantage of this ordering of elements, we can efficiently solve the 
optimization problem. The simplest approach is obtaining a total order of all 
elements by sorting the elements in the sorted matrix, 5T , and then applying a 
binary search with the generalized decision test, Algorithm C (section 2.4.2), to 
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find the optimal schedule length. Unfortunately, sorting a x m' sorted matrix 
has a lower bound of n(m /2 log m')[Harp75] which is worse than the searching-
I based algorithm, Algorithm E. Furthermore, we cannot directly construct the 
sorted matrix by calculating all the elements; otherwise the time complexity is 
at least the size of the sorted matrix, i.e., ^(m'(m' 一 n)). This lower bound 
becomes H(m/2) if - n 二 n(n). As a result, we need a representation of the 
sorted matrix such that it is not necessary to calculate and store all the elements 
but we can corfipute any element in 0(1) time. The simplest method is using 
an 0{m') array, X, as follows, 
[ 0 if i = 0 
邓 ] = { 
�[ E } = i l < i < m'. 
Then, 
0 if ^ > i 
Si,j = < oo \ii < j -m' -\-n 
X[j] — X[i - 1] + Ci-^i + CjJ+1 otherwise. 
、 
The array X can be computed in 0{m') time and any element in the sorted 
matrix, sj-, can be calculated in 0(1) time. 
2.7.2 Algorithm for the Optimization Problem 
The idea of this algorithm is similar to that of finding the ^centers on a tree 
structure[Fred83]. Assume the number of un-mergeable modules, is a power 
of 2. The sorted matrix, ST, is divided into sub-matrices (called block matrices) 
at the beginning of the t-th iteration and the dimension of each block matrix, 
is D(t) = _ where sjj is the upper left element of B iJ(t), i j = l,B(t) + 
1,2Z)⑴ + 1 , … , ⑶ - l)B(t) + 1, i.e., 
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• . 
I r 妒，卯)+i⑴... 妒仪-1)卯⑴ _ 
qT _  v ) 
— . . • 
• • • \ 
召(211)!^ )+1，1 ⑴ 办2'-1…⑴+1，(2t—1)DW+1(t) 
and WiJ = 1, D(t) + 1 , 2 D ⑴ + 1,…，（V — l)D{t) + 1, 
eT QT 、'’  Si,j  Si7j+D{t)-1 
B^(t) = \ ... ! . 
T T 
_  si+D{t)-l,j . • •  si+D{t)-l,j-^D{t)-l _ 
Furthermore, let b^(t) and b\3{t) denote the smallest and largest elements 
in Bh^(t) respectively, i.e., 
斤 ⑴ = s l j  and 6厂⑴=SJ^-D(t)-l7j+D(t)-V 
Fig. 2.12.(c) illustrates the four block matrices in a sorted matrix at the first 
iteration. 
At the beginning of each iteration, each block matrix is divided into 4 sub-
matrices with equal size and some block matrices are removed if the optimal 
schedule length is not included in these matrices. Let T(t) denotes the set of 
block matrices remained after the t-th. iteration and r(0) = At the t-
iteration, every block matrix in T(t - 1) is divided into 4 block matrices with 
equal size. That is, - 1) G f(t — 1), B“(t), 
and 分+卯H1，•？⑴+1 ⑴ a r e generated and stored i nT⑷ ’ where D(T)=筝. 
Two values, bs{t) and bi(t) are calculated as follows, 
、 bs(t) = median in { 炒 ⑴ ： B , G T(t)} 
and bi(t) = median in { 炉 ⑴ ： 分 ， j C 0 e r⑴}• 
The generalized decision test, Algorithm C, is applied with JC equals bs(t) 
and bi(t) respectively. If bs(t) = K
0 or bi(t) 二 /C0, where JC° is the optimal 
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I schedule length, the algorithm simply returns the corresponding feasible length-
JC° schedule. If bs(t) > JC
0, all block matrices with the smallest element no less 
J； than bs(t) are removed from r⑴；otherwise, remove all block matrices with the 
largest element no greater than bs(t). Similarly, if bt(t) < K
0, remove all block 
matrices with the largest element no greater than otherwise, remove all 
block matrices with the smallest element no less than k(t). This completes one 
iteration. After log m' iterations, each block matrix in r(log m' ) has only one 
element. A simple search is applied on r(logm'), to find the optimal schedule. 
The above algorithm is summarized as follows, 
A l g o r i t h m F (Algorithm Based on a Sorted Matrix) 
Input: m modules in a chain-like task system with their execution times 
and communication times, n processors. 
Output: An optimal schedule. 
(1) merge the m modules into m' un-mergeable modules by Hsu's algorithm 
(2) apply Algorithm D and return the optimal schedule, S, if the task 
system is a dominated task system 
(3) r(0) = {5T} 
(4) for t = 1 to log m' 
(5) m = 0, D(i) = fr 
(6) \/B^ j(t -I) e V(t — 1), divide B iJ(i 一 1) into 4 matrices 
and Add each of 
I these block matrices, to V(t) if bxs^(t) + oo and b^
y(t) + 0 
(7) bs(t) ^median in {^{t) : B^(t) G T(t)} 
b【(t) ^median in {bf j(t) : G T(t)} 
(8) apply the decision test, Algorithm C, with K = bs(t) and bi(t) resp. 
(9) if 二/C。or 
(10) return the corresponding feasible length-/C° schedule 
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I (11) if bs{t) >K° 
I (12) r ⑴ = r ⑴ - { B ^ ' ( t ) ： b^(t) > bs(t), b , e『⑴} 
(13) else 
I (14) r ⑴ = m — {B^(t)：炉⑴ S bs{t), B^(t) G T(t)} 
j (15) if b^t) <K° 
'I (16) m = r⑴—妒⑴：炉⑴ < G rco} 
(17) else 
j . ( is) m = r ⑴ - { B ^ ( t ) ： 棚 > h{t\ B^(t) G my 
/ / After log m' iterations 
(19) M =median in T(t) //each block matrix has only one element 
(20) apply the decision test with JC = M 
(21) if M =)C0 
(22) return the corresponding length-/C° schedule 
(23) else if M >JC° 
\ (24) r ( t ) = r{t) - {B^(t) : b^(t) > MrB^\t) G T(t)} 
(25) else 
(26) r ⑴ = r ⑴ — { B ^ ( t ) : b^(t) < M, B^(t) G T{t)} 
(27) repeat (20)-(27) 
In Algorithm F, block matrix B^{t) is removed from T{t) if and only if 
> JC° or b”(t) < JC° (line 12,14,16 and 18) so that there exists a block 
matrix B^{t) G V(t) such that includes an element which is the optimal 
schedule length, JC°. As a result, Algorithm F always halts and returns an 
optimal schedule. The execution of Algorithm F is illustrated in Fig. 2.13. 
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Figure 2.13: The execution of Algorithm F. The block matrix is eliminated 
if it is crossed. The elements in the empty and shaded square are bs(t) and 
bi(t) respectively, (a) An un-mergeable chain-like task system with 8 modules 
scheduled on 3 processors. The optimal schedule length is 47. (b) After the 
first iteration, one block matrix, B1，1。)，is eliminated, (c) During the second 
iteration, bs(2) = 37 < K\ three block matrices (crossed by dotted lines) are 
removed in line 14. At the same time, 6/(2) 二 59〉JC°, three block matrices 
(crossed by thickened dotted lines) are eliminated in line 18. (d) At the end 
of the third iteration, there are 7 block matrices each containing one element. 
A simple search algorithm is applied and the corresponding optimal schedule is 
shown in (e). 
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化 ^ o [^ a o 
、r3(2) 
I TU ⑵ 以 2 ) r0 ⑵ 
Figure 2.14: The seven incomparable chains of block matrices in r(2). Each 
incomparable chain shows an increase in elements following the direction of the 
arrow, 
2.7.3 Complexity Analysis 
By [Fred84], T{t) can be partitioned into 2 tU 一 1 subsets Ti{t) s.t. 
1X0= U1 rp(t) and rp(z) = { ^ ， $ ) 」 — j = P z ^ ) ， ^ J W e r 0 O } . 
P=l-2t 
vrp⑴ C r(t),VB a’b(t), B c,d(t) e rp⑴，either 
_ 辅 5 _ S 咖 S 咖 or _ < bf{t) < 咖 < bf(t). 
In other words, every elements in B a^b(t) is no less or greater than all elements 
in B c,d(t) if they belong to the same subset Tp{t). Each subset Tp{t) is called a 
incomparable chain of block matrices[FTedS4] (Fig. 2.14). In addition, \/BhJ(t) G 
r⑴，斤⑴ < 6卜⑴(except the last iteration) and 
k m < 幽 < _ < _ or hf{i) < _ < b a/(t) < hf{i). 
L e m m a 2.7 At the end of the t-th iteration, for any value b, the number of 
block matrix such that <b< b? j(t)，is no greater than 2 t+1 - 1. 
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I Proof. vrp⑴ c r⑴，if 3B^(t) e Tp(t) such that < b < 炉 ⑴ ， t h e n 
I for any other block matrix in Tp(t), G r p ⑴ - { 梦 ， 巾 ) } , either 
I b a/(t) < b^b(t) < 斤 ⑴ < 6 or b汽t)〉b a/(t) > _ > b. 
By [Fred84], there are 2 W - 1 incomparable chains of block matrices and 
there is at most one block matrix in each Tp(t) C T(t) such that It encloses 6•口 
L e m m a 2.8 \/t = 1 , 2 , . . . , log the number of block matrices remained at the 
end of the t-th iteration，Nt 二 |r⑴|，is no greater than 2 < + 2 and N0 = 1. 
Proof. By induction on t. 
For t = 1, 
iVi < 俱 二 4 S 21+2. 
Assume it is true for t = k^ i.e., 
Nk < 2 枓 2 . 
For 艺 =& + 1， 
Case 1: If bs(t) > K° or bi(t) < JC° (line 11-12 or 15-16), at least half of the 
block matrices in T(t) are removed and 
Case 2: If bs(t) < tC° and k(t) > 
Consider bs(t) < /C°, by Lemma 2.7, the number of block matrices enclosing 
bs(t) is no greater than 2
t+1 — 1 = 一 1 < 2fc+2. Thus, the number of 
block matrices B、 j(t) such that B^ j(t) > bs(t) or B]'3{t) < bs(t) is greater 
than ANk - 2
k+2. As a result, the number of block matrices removed in line 
14 is greater than 4Nk - 2
k+2 - 2Nk (because at least 2Nk block matrices have 
the smallest value no less than the median 6s(t)), that is the number of block 
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matrices removed in line 14 is at least 2Nk - 2
fc+2. Similarly, the number of 
block matrices removed in line 18 is at least 2Nk - 2
k+2. The total number of 
block matrices removed is at least ANk — 2fc+3: 
I Nk+1 <4Nk- {4Nk - 2
k+3) = 2k+3 = 2(fc+1)+2. 
So, it is true for t = fc + 1. 口 
In Algorithm F, 0(m) time is needed for merging in line 1 and applying 
Algorithm D in line 2. At the t-th iteration, T(t) can be implemented by an 
0(Nt) array. bs(t) and bi(t) can be computed in linear time (by linear time 
algorithm of median finding[Blum73] [Floy75] [Hoar61]) The decision test in line 
8 consumes 0(m') time. The steps for reducing the size of T(t) in line 11-18 
have a time complexity of 0(Nt). As a consequence, the time taken for step 
11-18 is 
logmy 
J2 0[Nt + m') = 0(2
logm ' + m'log m') (by Lemma 2.8) 
t=i 
=0{m' log m'). 
I After the log m'-th iteration, N—丨 < 2 l o^ / + 2 = 0(m') by Lemma 2.8. The 
number of iterations from line 19-27 is 0(log m') and each iteration takes 0{m') 
time for the generalized decision test, Algorithm C. As a result, the total time 
complexity of Algorithm F is 
TF{m, rri', n) = 0{m + m' log m'). 
The space complexity of Algorithm F is linear, i.e., 0{m). 
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2.8 A Constructive Algorithm for the Opti-
mization Problem 
In this section, we propose an algorithm for finding a non-dominated optimal 
schedule based on a constructive method. The main idea is similar to that of the 
decision algorithm for a feasible length-/C schedule, Algorithm A (section 2.4.1), 
except it constructs an optimal schedule instead of a feasible one. This algo-
rithm tries to schedule as many modules on each processor as possible. If the 
completion time of the current processor is larger than the optimal schedule 
length, the last module is rescheduled on the next processor. If, fortunately, the 
completion time is the optimal schedule length, the algorithm stops and returns 
the corresponding optimal schedule. 
Algor i thm G (Greedy Constructive Method) 
Input: m modules in a chain-like task system with their execution times 
and communication times, n processors. 
Output: An optimal schedule S. 
(1) merge the m modules into m' un-mergeable modules by Hsu's algorithm 
(2) apply Algorithm D and return the optimal schedule, 5, if the task 
system is a dominated task system 
(3) /C = 0 // )C is the current completion time 
(4) for i = 1 to m' // for each module U 
(5) JC = )C —Ci-iyi + Ei + C i ^ i 
(6) if X > JC0, // generalized decision test, Algorithm C 
(7) JC = Ci-hi + Ei + Cifi+1 II try next processor 
(8) else if /C°' // generalized decision test, Algorithm C 
(9) return the corresponding length-/C schedule S 
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For the above algorithm (Algorithm G), JC is the completion time of the cur-
rent processor. Since at most m' modules are examined and the time complexity 
from line 5 to line 9 is 0(rn!)H the worst-case time complexity of Algorithm G is 
； .TG(m, n) = 0(m + m'2). 
隱 
The space complexity is obviously 0(m) because the space complexity of the 
generalized decision test, Algorithm C (section 2.4.2), is only 0(m') and m' < m. 
Fig. 2.15 shows tlie execution of Algorithm G works on a non-dominated task 
system with 10 un-mergeable modules using 5 processors. 
T h e o r e m 2.9 Algorithm G returns an optimal schedule. 
Proof. The optimal schedule length is unique, there exists a schedule with op-
timal schedule length, K° , and Tk,o + 0. By applying the modified Algorithm A 
with JC equals K\ it says 'Yes，and returns a feasible length-/C° schedule, S (in-
deed an optimal schedule). Let pb be the bottleneck processor with the smallest 
index in S. We are going to prove that Algorithm G stops at processor pb. 
Since K° is the optimal schedule length, J^c = I，• K < JC°, line 6 is always 
dissatisfied. We can continue to assign more modules on 外 until K>JC° (the first 
time line 6 is satisfied). This means that Algorithm G assigns as many modules 
as possible until the completion time is no less than K°. By Lemma 2.2, it is 
obvious that the modules assignment of the first processor is equal to that of S. 
By the same argument, it can be observed that the same modules are scheduled 
on every processor pj, 1 < j < b. Now consider pb, the completion time equals 
A：0 because Cb(S) = K°. Line 8 is satisfied, Algorithm G stops and gives an 
optimal schedule. 口 
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Figure 2.15: The execution of Algorithm G. The number inside a square box 
is the current completion time and a shaded module represents the examined 
module cannot be scheduled on the current processor, (a) An un-mergeable 
chain-like task system with 10 modules scheduled on 5 processors. The optimal 
schedule length is 54. (b)-(k) The successive iterations of Algorithm G. The 
bottleneck processor is and the optimal schedule is shown in (k). 
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2.9 A Modified Constructive Algorithm 
• ® 1 
By using the un-mergeability of non-dominated chain-like task system, we can 
improve Algorithm G, the algorithm presented in the section 2.8, and find an 
optimal schedule in time 
0(m + m'n) \i m' - n = o(j^) 
< 0{m + m\m' 一 n) log n) if O ( ^ ) = m' - n = o(n) 
0(rrT十 m fn log m') otherwise. 
2.9.1 Algorithm 
In Algorithm G, we apply the. generalized decision test (Algorithm C in sec-
tion 2.4.2) with the current completion time as a feasibility test to check whether 
this completion time is less than the optimal schedule length. Each module is 
examined sequentially until the optimal schedule is obtained. By using the 
monotonic increasing property of the completion time of sub-chains of modules 
(Lemma 2.1 in section 2.4), a binary search for each processor can be applied 
instead of a sequential search. For a non-dominated task system, by Lemma 2.6 
(section 2.5.2), each processor can be scheduled at most m' - n-{• 1 modules 
in any optimal schedule. For the first processor, we can apply a binary search 
and the decision test on the completion times of the first - n + 1 modules 
to find a module U (1 < I < m' - n + I) such that <1C° and 
CMPi®...®/ > JC0, where JC° is the optimal schedule length. Having found this 
module t“ we can set two boundaries, lower and upper boundaries (LB and 
UB), such that 
LB 二 CMP^.^i-i <JC° < CMPie-e/ = UB. 
HUB = JC° =the optimal schedule length, we can stop and return an optimal 
schedule. Otherwise, we should consider the assignment of modules on the 
other processors (p2,., • ,Pn) and ti is the first module scheduled on the second 
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Figure 2.16: The four scenarios of Algorithm H. (a) Case 1, / 〉 / . (b) Case 
2, CMP•.制 > JC°. (c) Case 3, CMP.,! < K°. (d) Case 4, CMPS^S < 
JC° < C M P s ^ i . 
processor. In addition, for a non-dominated task system, max,{(7MPi} < K. 
Thus the initial value of LB becomes 
LB = max{ max {CMPi},C 
l<i<m' 
For processor p2 to pn-i, the following procedure is applied. Let s denotes the 
index of the first module assigned onp^ (2 < j < n-1). Two indices, / and /, are 
found sequentially, f is the first index such that f > 5 and CJMPS①…①f > LB. 
I is the last index such that 5 < / < 3 + - n and (7MPse...®/ < UB. There 
are altogether four different scenarios (Fig. 2.16.(a)-(d)), 
Case 1: f > I 
In this case, there is no completion time falls into the range (LB,UB). No 
updating is needed for both LB and UB 
Case 2: Af 二 > K° 
We can simply check whether there exists a feasible length-^ schedule in this 
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case (by the generalized decision test, Algorithm C, with /C 二 Af = CMft㊉… 
UB is updated to X . 
‘ "i* “ 
：； Case 3: y = CMPs^..ei < K° 
In this case, we can check whether there exists a feasible length-J schedule 
by the generalized decision test with K = y = CMP,®...©/. LB is updated to 
I 
I Case 4: C M P . . . e f < K° < CMP s e . . ^ i 
In this case, we can apply the binary search (use the decision test as a fea-
sibility test) for completion times CMPS0...®/,…,CMPs@ ...@i. The procedure 
is similar to the binary search for the first processor. LB and UB are both 
updated accordingly. 
For case 2 and 4, UB is changed so that we should check whether UB is 
the optimal schedule length. This procedure is repeated for processors p2 to 
pn_lm Lastly, if the first n - I processors are used up before we have found 
the optimal schedule, pn must be the bottleneck processor with the remaining 
modules (t“ . • . , tm ') assigned on it. 
A l g o r i t h m H (Modified version of Algorithm G) 
Input: m modules in a chain-like task system with their execution times 
and communication times, n processors. 
Output: An optimal schedule S. 
I (1) merge the m modules into m' un-mergeable modules by Hsu's algorithm 
(2) apply Algorithm D and return the optimal schedule, S, if the task 
system is a dominated task system 
(3) find CMPle...ej, 1 < J < - n + 1 
(4) apply binary search and decision test on these completion times to find 
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ti s.t. CMPi0...®/_i < optimal schedule length < CMPi①…①' 
(5) if CMi^®…制 -optimal schedule length, JC0 
I (6) return the corresponding optimal schedule 
(7) LBX = max{maxi<i<m/{CMP,}, CMPle...®/_i}, UBX = 
(8) for j = 2 to n — 1 //for processor p2 to pn-i 
(9) s = I // t s is the first module scheduled on pj 
(10) find f s.t. f>s,X = CMPS®...®/ > LBj-i and 
(11) find I s.t. + = CMPs^...ei < UBj^ and 
CMPse.^w > UBj^ 
I (12) if Case 1 //if / > I 
§ (13) l = f 
(14) if Case 2 //if decision test with JC = X answers >K° ' 
(15) / = / and UBj 
(16) if Case 3 //if decision test with JC = y answers <K°， 
(17) / = / + 1 and LBj =y 
(18) if Case 4 
(19) Xj = I _ f 丨！xj = number of items in the binary search 
(20) apply binary search and decision test on …， 
(7M尸 s㊉…and update I, LBj and UBj 
(21) ifUBj^JC0 
(22) return the corresponding optimal schedule, S 
(23) schedule t s , … , o n pj 
(24)【= 
(25) return a feasible length-/C schedule 
In the above algorithm, if the first n-1 processors are used up before finding 
out the optimal schedule, the bottleneck processor is pn with t/ , . . . , tm> scheduled 
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on it. That is, the optimal schedule length is (7MP/0...0m'. We can simply 
I return the corresponding optimal schedule (line 24-25). Fig. 2.17 illustrates 
the execution of Algorithm H works on a non-dominated task system with 10 
un-mergeable modules using 5 processors. 
T h e o r e m 2.10 Algorithm H returns an optimal schedule. 
Proof. If the task system is a dominated task system, line 2 returns an optimal 
schedule. If the task system is a non-dominated task system, by Lemma 2.6, 
CMP1 <JC° < 
By Lemma 2.1, the completion time is monotonic increasing so that we can 
always find an index I such that 1 < / < - n + 1 and 
I CMPie...®/-! <K° < CMPm...^i. 
The tasks . . . , are scheduled on the first processor so that this assign-
ment is identical to the schedule obtained by Algorithm G because the number of 
modules have been scheduled on is maximal. For processor p2 to pn, the four 
cases cover all possibilities and the resultant assignment of ts, •.. , contains 
the maximum number of modules that can be scheduled on pj. It is because 
CMP•.如 >JC° > CMPs@...ei-i in all cases. Again, the schedule that obtained 
is identical to the one return by Algorithm G. As a result, by Theorem 2.9, 
Algorithm H returns an optimal schedule. 口 
2.9.2 Worst-Case Analysis 
In this section, the worst-case time complexity of Algorithm H is discussed. First 
of all, the following lemma is necessary to analyze the time complexity. 
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Figure 2.17: The execution of Algorithm H. The number inside the square box is 
the completion time. Shaded modules cannot be scheduled on the current pro-
cessor. (a) An un-mergeable chain-like task system with 10 modules scheduled 
on 5 processors, (b)-(e) Successive iterations of Algorithm H. The bottleneck 
processor is p5 and the optimal schedule is shown in (f). 
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L e m m a 2.11 In Algorithm H, LBj is monotonic non-decreasing and UBj is 
monotonic non-increasing with j. In addition, the following two properties al-
ways hold: 
(A) UBj - LBj < UBi - LBi 、i,j, I <i < j <n 
J (B) UBj - LBj < m^Xi{CMPi} < LBj V j , l < j < n . 
Proof. LBj is updated in two cases only (case 3 or case 4). In case 3, 
LBj = y > M > LBj-!. 
In case 4, 
LBj > (7MPs0...0/(By Lemma 2.1) > LBj-i. 
This means that LBj is monotonic non-decreasing with j . By the same 
argument, UBj is monotonic non-increasing with j. 
(A) Vj, 1 < j <n, LBj > LBj-! and UBj < UBj^ 
^ UB^ - LB" > UBj - LBj 
^ UBj — LBj < UBi - LBi l < i < j < n ) . 
(B) UB1 - LB1 二 权 + - h、(3i,l < i < m'- n + 1) 
< Ei + Ci’i+i + Ci 一、i 
I = CMPi 
< m^XjiCMPj} 
LBj > LBi = m^ximkxjiCMPj}, CM 
> imxjiCMPj} 
> UB1 - LBX 
> UBj - LBj (property A). • 
If the chain-like task system has a dominated optimal schedule, Algorithm D 
returns an optimal schedule in 0(m') time (line 2). For a non-dominated task 
system, in line 3, CMPle...ej (1 < j < m
; - n + 1) can be found in 0(m f — n) 
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time. The binary search for processor px (line 4) needs O(m'log(m'-n)) so that 
the total cost from line 3 to line 7 is 0(m' log^' 一 n)). For processor p2 to pn-i, 
Algorithm H applies the same procedure (line 9 to 23). f and I can be found 
in 0(m' - n) time since the maximum number of modules scheduled on any “ 
processor in any optimal schedule is no greater than m' “ n + 1 by Lemma 2.6. 
For case 2, 3 and 4, the time complexities are different under two situations. 
\irn' -n <n, the maximum numbers of occurrences of case 3 and case 4 are 
m' - n. It is because the initial value of LBi^LBx) is no less than maxi{CMPi} 
and LBj is monotonic non-decreasing (Lemma 2.11), case 3 or case 4 occurs only 
if X is greater than L B j ] . It implies that f is greater than 5, i.e., at least two 
modules must be scheduled on pj in these cases. The total time complexities of 
case 3 and case 4 are 0{m{m' - n)) and 0(m'(rn' - n) \og(m' — n)) respectively 
since I-f <m'-n. However, in the worst case, the total number of occurrence 
of case 2 is n - 1. Fig. 2.18 shows an example of the worst case of case 2. In 
this example, case 2 is repeated three times (for p2 to p4) even m' - n equals 1. 
The problem mainly due to the situation that CMPse...i is strictly decreasing 
for each processor (in Fig. 2.18，CMPse...i = 19,18,17,16) and there is only one 
module can be scheduled on p2,p3 and p4. This example can be generalized for 
any m' and n (m'-n<n) so that the total cost of case 2 is 0(rn'n) (Fig. 2.19). 
Thus, \im' -n<n, the total time complexity of case 2, 3 and 4 is 0(m'n + 
m'(m' — n) \og(m' — n)). 
If m' - n > n, the maximum numbers of occurrences of case 2，3 and 4 
become n - 2. The time complexities in these cases are 0(m'n), 0{m'n) and 
0(m'n log(m' — n)) respectively. Fig. 2.20 illustrates an example of the worst 
case of Algorithm H for - n > n. The main problem in this example is that 
0(m' - n) modules (t3,...，t8) are involved in the binary search for p2. Most 
of these modules (t5,t6,Pr and t8) are examined again for the assignment on 
the succeeding processors. The worst-case situation is further illustrated in the 
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r~t2~"^l LB=12 UB=19 
1 Fx.X.x.x.X*:,:..:*..-.-?.、••••••. 匪 * 
P2: LB=12 UB=18 
I P3: LB=12 UB=17 




{Optimal Schedule Length=13 
— — — — — i 
I I ： module cannot be scheduled on current processor 
L ！ 
I (b) 
Figure 2.18: An example illustrates the worst case of case 2. (a) An un-
mergeable task system with 6 modules scheduled on 5 processors, (b) The 




p2： ^ ^ " 1 r 
P3： 
• j “ 
I ： ！ : 
P n l l ^ ^ K 一 一 - 一 j-! 
I 
I Optimal Schedule Length 
Figure 2.19: A generalized framework for the worst case of case 2. 
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P i . t t 如| LB=215 UB=320 
P,:l t, H l i ^ ^ j l i LB=216 — T O 
I R:丨 U ^ i l u j ^ i UB=234 
,：.,,,,,,,,,,,,.,|,1.,1,..< I 
p4:丨 t7 - Hit j 
I 
-V' I 
务 Optimal Schedule Length=234 
I 1 ： module cannot be scheduled on current processor 
L ！ 
： first module scheduled on the next processor 
I ‘ ' (b) 
Figure 2.20: An example illustrates the worst case of case 4. (a) An un-
mergeable task system with 10 modules scheduled on 4 processors, (b) The 
optimal schedule and the changes of LB and UB for each iteration of Algo-
rithm H. The algorithm stops at p3 because UB equals )C°. 
section 2.9.3. 
Thus, the total time complexity of these cases is 0{m'n\og(m'—…).As a 
result, the total time complexity of Algorithm H is 
[0(m + m'n + m'(m' — n) log(m, - n)) \im' -n<n 
[0{m + m'n\og{m' - n)) otherwise. 
For m' -n = o ( ^ ) , 
72 Tl 
e((m f-n)\og(m'-n)) < © ( ^ ^ g — ) 
= 0 ( - logn) 
log n 
二 0(n) 
Tjf(m, n) = 0(mm'n + m'(rn' 一 n) \og(m' — n)) 
=0(m + m'n). 
_ 
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For 叫 念 ） = m ' n ( n ) ， 
72 Tl 
e((m' - n)\og(m f-n)) > © ( — l o g — ) 
二 9(n) (2.1) 
TH{m, m', n) = 0(m + m'n + m\m' - n) log(m' - n)) 
I: , 
==0(m + m\m' 一 n) \og(m' — n)). 
For m' -n = 0(m ; — n) == 
Tj/(m, m f, n) = 0(m + m'n log m'). 
So, the time complexity of Algorithm H is 
0(m + m'n) m' - n = o(^) 
TH(rn,m',n) = 0{mm'(m' - n)\og n) if 叫 ^ ) 二爪,一 n 二 几) 
0(m + m'n log m') otherwise. 
� 
The space complexity of Algorithm H is 0(m). 
Now we compare the original constructive algorithm (Algorithm G) presented 
in the section 2.8 with the modified version (Algorithm H). The time complexity 
of Algorithm G is 
TG(jn, n) 二 Ofjn + m'2). 
Assume the merging phase (0(m) term) is dominated by other terms in both 
cases, 
For m'-n = O ( j ^ ) , = 0(n), 
TH{m,m\n) 二 0(m + m'n) 
二 0(m + m'2) 
二 T a t ^ m ^ n ) . 
For = m' - n = o(n), e(m') = 0(n), 
0 ( (m , — n) \og(m f — n)) > 0 ( n ) 
(by (2.1)) 
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=e(m') 
TH(m, m\ n) 二 0(m + m\m' 一 n) \og(m' 一 n)) 
> 0(m + m'2) 
二 TG(m,m , ,n). 
For m' — n = Q,(n) and m' = o(nlogn), 
0 (n log m') = 0(n log n) 
> 0(m,) 
Tjf(m, m,, n) = 0(m + m'n log m') 
> 0(m + m2) 
=Tg{tti, n). 
For m, 二 cj(rilogn)，let m' 二 (nlogrz)/(n) where f(n) is a function of n such 
that limn_^oo f(n) = oo, 
0(nlog m') 二 0(n log(n/(?2) log n)) 
= 0 ( n l o g ( n l o g n)) + 0(n log f(n)) 
= 0 ( n log n) + 0(n log /(n)) 
< ©(m') + e(m f) 
=e{m') . 
TH(rn,m\n) 二 0(m + m'n log m!) 
< 0(m + m'2) 
=Ta(m, m7, n). 
As a result, Algorithm H is worse than Algorithm G only i f c j ( ^ ) = m'-n = 
o{n log n). 
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2.9.3 Sufficient Condit ion for Efficient Algori thm H 
The inefficiency of Algorithm H is mainly due to the binary search for case 4. 
) The number of completion times {CMPse...ef,…,CMPS0...®O to be searched 
can be reduced significantly if the modules th...,t\ will not be examined again 
(or examined in a constant number of iterations). The following lemmas give a 
sufficient condition for this circumstance. 
Definit ion: For modules assignment on processor 朽,U is called a cutting mod-
ule liti is the first module scheduled on the next processor, pj+1 by Algorithm H. 
In addition, VI < i < j < n, define 
Hj = CMPi^j - CMPi^j-x 二 Ej + Cj’j+i — Cj-id-
L e m m a 2.12 For any processor pj，let 
ij + i-1 
E j 二 {( i i ,…’ ix) : f < ii < … < ix S 1 ， + X ) Mk > LBj-i^ix > • • • > " “ } . 
k=ij 
If B 二 max{|a;| : x € the number of binary search involving tk, f < 
k < I is not greater than Bj 1. 
Proof. In case 4, it is obvious that there exists a cutting module U and m 
becomes UBj - LBj. Consider the next occurrence of case 4 (ignore all other 
cases), suppose tj is the new cutting module and ts is the first module scheduled 
on this processor. If j > I, has been searched at most twice in case 4 
j 1 
and the lemma holds. On the other hand, if j < / and _ < LBj—u 
then 
CMPse...0i_i < CMPi^j-! (by Lemma 2.1 and 5 > i) 
i-i 
二 h ’ i + Eic + Cj-iJ 
k=i 
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which is contradictory to the fact that tj is the cutting module in the next case 
If, 4 because CMPse...ej-i must be greater than LBj^ (otherwise CMP•"射 
< CMPse…制-i < LBj—), In addition, fxj becomes the width of the boundary. 
By Lemma 2.11, fij must be smaller than im (i.e., fij < …) .As a result, \/seq G 
seq is a possible sequence of cutting modules before ti has been scheduled 
properly and thus Bj is the maximum length of any possible sequence in S). 
One binary search is needed for each cutting module in this sequence so that at 
most Bj + 1 binary searches are needed for Bj cutting module. (The last search 
finds a cutting module, tj such that j > l). 口 
I L e m m a 2.13 If Bj = 0(l),Vj，2 < j < n - 1, E"=2 ^o 二 (h =  l-f， 
line 19 in Algorithm H). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.12, if Bj 二 0(1), each module must be examined at most 
Bj + 1 times, i.e., 0(1) times, and there are only 0(m') modules,  xj 二 
0(1) x 0(m') 二 口 
L e m m a 2 .14 If E i  xi = C where C is a fixed constant, \/n > 1, 
n n yo f^i n 
n n 
Proof. By induction on n. 
For n = xi = C, 
n 1 
Yoxn = 2,x2 = C- xu let f(x) = x(C 一 a:), 
,C 
/(a;*) = ( 7 - 2 ^ = 0^0；* = - . 
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(J Q  2 
Fix*) 二一2 冷 / ( - ) = ( ^ ) is maximum. 
n 而 二 / ( — < ( § ) . 
=^1 � 
Assume it is true for n 二 fc — 1, fc〉1, i.e., for Yli=i 而 i s 
k-i ？ 左 - 1 T. 一1 , 、 
n ^ < ( ^ e f ) . (2.2) 
i=l 
For n = k, let 科 二 C 一 X, where X = T!lZl 而 and 
咖,..•，⑷二 二（tU)^(^T广 (妨（2-2)). 
i=l i=l 
Let h(x) = ( ^ I )
k - 1 (C-x ) , 
X k-2 X 、於一1 , X 、k_2 … X 
I ， ) = ( ^ T ) ( “ ) - ( 口 \ 二 ( 口 ） ㈦ … 口 ) . 
^  x ~~ k • 
" ⑷ = ( 口 ） （ ~ k ^ l （ k ) 一 - 1 ) 
q k-\ q Q k (J k 
h(x) < h(xY =(-)孓二（1) and g(xu,..,xk) < ( - ) . 
So, it is true for n = k. 、 口 
L e m m a 2.15 If f(x) = ( f 疒 where C is a fixed constant, 
C ^ 
f(x) < f(y) yx <y, ->e. 
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Proo f . Let g{x) = \nf(x) 二 ：rln(^)’ 
g\x) = = f\x) = f(x)(\n ^ 一 1). 
For f > e, f(x) and l n f - 1 > 0 f{x) > 0 so that f{x) is monotonic 
. . • 
increasing. 
T h e o r e m 2.16 If Bj 二 0(1) , Vj, 2 < j < n, where c is a constant, the worst-
case time complexity for case 4 in Algorithm H is 
介 772 
( ^ (m ' ^ l og Xi) = O (m'n l o g 一 ) . 
2 U 
Proof. By lemma 2.13, if Bj = 0(1), E2"1 x j = 0 (m , ) _ N o w ， w e c a n l e t 
r?一1 XA = m'C where (7 is a constant no less than e. Let q(q < n - 1) is the 
‘“It J 
number of non-zero Xj, 2 < j < n - 1 so that we can re-index 丨2， . . . ’ xn-i to 
• • • ^ ^q and 
II2 ^ = ffi ^ • < i ^ r ) 9 (by Lemma 2.14) 
< ( f ) n (by Lemma 2.15, f〉e,n> q). 
As a result, the time complexity for case 4 in Algorithm H is 0(m log ( ^ ) ) = 
0(mnlog 竽). ° 
By Lemma 2.12, Bj = 0(1) is a sufficient condition so that E ^ i = 0(m'). 
If Bj = we cannot guarantee that E 而 二 0{m') and the worst-case time 
complexity of Algorithm H remains O(m'n\og(m' - n)). Fig. 2.21 illustrates an 
example such that 0(n) binary searches are needed and the number of items for 
each search is 0(m' — n). 
In summary, if a non-dominated task system satisfies that sufficient condi-
tion, 
m f-n = 0(n), e{m f) = Q{n) and = 0(1), 
ffl 
TH(m,m'rn) = 0(m-\-m' \og(m' - n) + m'n + m'n log 一 ) 
\ T7/ 
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Optimal Schedule Length 
LB UB 
丨 0(m，-n) H'丨 
^ 探 : O(n) 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ : Cutting Module 
Figure 2.21: A generalized framework for the worst case of case 4. ^ > [UB — 
LB)/2 > fj,i2 > (UB-LB、/4 …. 
=0(m + m'n) 
二 
m' — n 二 妳 ) ， 0 ( m ' ~n) = e{m'), 
772, 
TH{m,m\n) 二 0 ( m + ^ ( m 7 - n) + m'n + m'n log — ) 
< 0(m + m'n) 
=Tg(tti^ n). 
In both situations, the modified constructive algorithm, Algorithm H, is 
asymptotically better than the original constructive Algorithm G. 
2.9.4 Average-Case Analysis 
In the previous section, we showed that the time complexity of the modified 
constructive algorithm, Algorithm H, is 
0(m + m'n) 'd m' - n = o(念） 
TH(m, m\ n) = 0(m + m\m' - n) log n) if H ( ^ ) = m' - n = o(n) 
0(m + m'n log m') otherwise. 
� 
In this section, the average-case time complexity of Algorithm H is analyzed. 
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Pi： I LiiMlBB 
P2 : L 2 j ^ B l i W I Case 1 
P3 : L 3 | 圓 C a s e 3 
P4： I L 4 | ^ J | | | | C a s e 2 
P5： I L s _ _ C a s e 4 
^ I VjVjV. /jVJVJVJ 
• \ 1 
I o p t i m a l Schedule Length 
Figure 2.22: Consider only the cutting modules (shaded) in the optimal schedule. 
Although the worst-case time complexity of Algorithm H is not much better 
than that of Algorithm G, it is on average very efficient. By lemma 2.6, The-
orem 2.9 and Theorem 2.10, Algorithm H schedules as many modules on each 
processor as possible so that we can always find a cutting module, th such that ti 
cannot be scheduled on the current processor but can be scheduled properly. 
If we consider only the two completion times, CMPS㊉…㊉f-i and CMPs㊉…㊉z，of 
each processor, we can figure out which situation occurs among the four cases. 
Let Lj and Rj denote the completion times CMPs^...ei-i and CMPse…㊉i of 
processor pj respectively. Fig. 2.22 illustrates the idea. 
By considering Lj only, if Lj is larger than all that of the previous processors, 
case 3 or case 4 occurs and LBj becomes Lj (L3 and L5 in Fig. 2.22). Similarly, if 
Rj is smaller than all that of the previous processors, case 2 or case 4 occurs (R4 
and R5 in Fig. 2.22). We can find out that the worst case of case 2 occurs if the 
sequence, (Ru 丑2,…，Rn), is nearly monotonic decreasing (refer to Fig. 2.19). 
By the same argument, the worst-case 4 occurs if (Za,. •.，Ln) is nearly mono-
tonic increasing while (丑i,.. •, R
n
) is more or less monotonic decreasing. This 
circumstance is analogous to the fact that quick sort has a worst-case time com-
plexity of 0(n2) if the input data are nearly sorted[Knut73a][Leeu90]. 
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Assume {Lj : 1 < j < n) and (Rj : 1 < j < n) be two sequences of uni-
formly distributed random numbers. (This is a reasonable assumption because 
all processors are identical and they are equally likely to be the bottleneck pro-
cessor).The lemma shown below is used to find out the expected numbers of 
occurrences of case2, case 3 and case 4 in Algorithm H. 
L e m m a 2.17 The expected numbers of occurrences of case 2, case 3 and case 
4 are O(log n), 0(log n) and 0(1) respectively. 
Proof. Let Pj(x) denotes the probability that event x occurs in pj, 
Please 2) = Pj(Rj < min. Ri and Lj < max. Li) 
< PJRj 二 min R{). 
By [Knut73b], the mean of left-to-right maxima is 0(log n), 
n 
E(case 2) 二 E P i ( c a s e 2) x 1 
j=2 
二 丑(Number of left-to-right maxima) 
二 O(logn). 
By the same argument, the expected number of occurrences of case 3 is 
0(log n) and 
巧(case 4) 二 Pj{Rj < Ri and Lj > L,-,VI < i < j ) 
< Pj{Rj = ^ a n d  L3 = ^ 
1 
I . = T" 
n i 
E(case4) < x ^ 
2 3 
f n dj 
< / -i h r 
1 
= 1 -— 
n 
< 1 = 0(1). 
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As a result, the expected numbers of occurrences of case 2, case 3 and case 
4 are 0(log n), 0(log n), 0(1) respectively. 口 
The average-case time complexity of Algorithm H can be analyzed as follows, 
the same steps (line 1 to line 7) are applied for any non-dominated task system 
and the time complexity is 0(m' \og(m' - n)). The total amortized cost of case 1 
is only 0(m') (line 10 to 13) because each module is examined at most twice in 
this case. For case 2 and case 3, 0(m f-n) time is used to find out the two indices, 
f and I, and 0(fn') time is used for the generalized decision test in line 14 and 
16. The expected number of occurrences of case 2 or case 3 is only 0(log n) by 
Lemma 2.17. The total time complexity of case 2 and case 3 is 0(m' logn). For 
case 4, the expected number of occurrences is only 0(1) and one binary search 
needs 0(m,log(m/— n)) (line 19). As a consequence, the total average-case time 
complexity of Algorithm H is only 0(m + m ,log(m/ — n) + m'logn), i.e., 
n) 二 0(m + m' log m'). 
In the next section, we verify the average-case performance of Algorithm H 
by conducting some experiments. 
2.10 Performance Evaluation 
In this section, we analyze the performance of our algorithms and the best ex-
isting algorithm, Hsu's algorithm[Hsu93], in different aspects. In addition, we 
compare the practical performance of the best two algorithms via simulation. 
They are the searching algorithm based on a sorted matrix, Algorithm E (sec-
tion 2.7), and the modified constructive algorithm, Algorithm H (section 2.9). 
2.10.1 Opt imal Schedule 
By Theorem 2.3 (section 2.4.1), the feasible length-/C schedule return by the 
modified decision algorithm, Algorithm A, consumes the minimal number of 
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J " W 
’ 1 9 0 
P4(42):(^23)— 
j； (b) (^) 
Figure 2.23: Comparison between the optimal schedule obtained by our algo-
rithms and Hsu's algorithm. The number inside the brackets is the completion 
time, (a) An un-mergeable dominated chain-like task system with 7 modules 
scheduled on 4 processors, (b) The optimal schedule obtained by our algorithms, 
(c) The optimal schedule obtained by Hsu's algorithm. 
processors among all the feasible length-X： schedules. Thus, the optimal sched-
ule return by our algorithms uses the minimal number of processors among all 
optimal schedules. This means that the resultant optimal schedule is the best 
load balanced one. By Hsu's algorithm, all n processors must be utilized if 
m' > n[Hsu93]. 
In Fig. 2.23, the number of processors used in the optimal schedule obtained 
by our algorithms is only three, even four processors are available. The chain-like 
task system is indeed a dominated one so that more than m' -n-\-I modules 
(5 modules) can be scheduled on one processor (pi). By Hsu's algorithm, all 
four processors must be utilized because the number of un-mergeable modules 
scheduled on any processor is no greater than m' - n-\r l(Fig. 2.23.(c)). 
In Fig. 2.24, the chain-like task system is non-dominated. There are two 
bottleneck processors^ and p3) and one processor left in the optimal schedule 
by using our algorithms. In general, for a non-dominated task system, our 
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1 (a) 
I (b) (c) 
Figure 2.24: Comparison between the optimal schedule obtained by our algo-
rithms and Hsu's algorithm. The number inside the brackets is the comple-
tion time, (a) An un-mergeable non-dominated chain-like task system with 7 
modules scheduled on 4 processors, (b) The optimal schedule obtained by our 
algorithms, (c) The optimal schedule obtained by Hsu's algorithm. 
algorithms probably give an optimal schedule using only n - g + 1 processors if 
there exists an optimal schedule with q bottleneck processors (q < n). Again, 
Hsu's algorithm uses all four processors since m' > n. 
2.10.2 Space Complexity Analysis 
The space complexities of Hsu's Algorithm[Hsu93] and our algorithms are shown 
as below, 
Hsu's algorithm, 
0(m + (m — n)n). 
The searching-based algorithm, Algorithm E (section 2.6.2), 
0(m + m'(m' — n)). 
The searching algorithm based on a sorted matrix, Algorithm F (section 2.7.3), 
0(m). 
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The constructive algorithm, Algorithm G (section 2.8), 
O(m). 
The modified constructive algorithm, Algorithm H (section 2.9.2), 
0(m). 
It is observed that the space complexities of Algorithm F, Algorithm G and 
Algorithm H are asymptotically optimal. The searching-based algorithm uses 
the largest amount of spaces for constructing the set of all possible optimal 
schedule lengths. In Hsu's algorithm, large memory spaces are consumed due to 
the large table for the dynamic programming paradigm. 
2.10.3 Time Complexity Analysis 
All algorithms apply the merging phase[Hsu93], so that we assume the merg-
ing phase is dominated by the other parts. The time complexities of Hsu's 
algorithm[Hsu93] and our algorithms are shown as below, 
Hsu's algorithm, 
0({m' — nfn). 
The searching-based algorithm, Algorithm E (section 2.6.2), 
0(m' log m') if m' — n 二 o(log n) 
TE(m, m、n) == 0{m'(m' 一 n)) if H(log n) 二 — n 二 o(n) 
0(m'2) otherwise. 
The searching algorithm based on a sorted matrix, Algorithm F (section 2.7.3), 
TF(m,m\n) = 0(m' log m'). 
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1 丨 Hsu，s Alg.丨 Alg. E 丨 Alg. F 丨 Alg. G 丨 Alg. H [ 
(a) o(nlogn) O(nlogn) O(nlogn) 0{n2) 0{n2) 
一^TlEI � （2) ( 3 ) ( 3 ) 
~ ( b ) n ( n l o g n) Q(n log n) Ofalog n) 0{n2) Q(n2) 
一(2T (1) ⑴ ⑶ ⑶ 
(c) H f a l o ^n ) n(nlogn) O(n\og n) 0{n2) Q(n2) 
一Z I K Z . ⑵ ⑴ ⑷ ⑷ 
"(d) H(ny^) Ofalog n) 0(n2) 0(n2) 
一 (4) " " " ( 2 ) " " " (1) ( 3 T " ⑶ 
I 卬 珠 ） 叫 Q ( ^ p g ^ ) ) 叫―） 
( 2 ) ~ (1) ~ 7 3 ) ~ ⑷ 
" ( f ) Q ( m , 2 n ) 0(mn) 0{m'\ogm') 0(m'2) H(m / 2) 
~ ~ ( 4 ) ( 2 )~~ (1) (2) (3) 
'~Tg)0(m ,2n)0{m'2) 0(m'log m') 0(m /2) O ^ n l o g m') 
1 丨 （ 4 ) 丨 （ 3 ) 丨 （1) (3) I . (2) 
f: This number is the rank of the corresponding algorithm. 
The smaller the rank, the better the asymptotic time complexity. 
(a) m' -n = o(>/logn) 
(b) n(x/Iogn) = m' -n = o(log n) 
(c) H(log 72) = 77^  — 72 二 o(y/n) 
( d ) 二 — n = o ( ‘ ） 
( e ) 叫 点 ） 二 爪 , n W 
(f) = m, — n 二 o(n log n) 
(g) m' — n = log n) 
Table 2.2: The comparison of asymptotic time complexities of algorithms. 
The modified constructive algorithm, Algorithm H, 
Worst-case (section 2.9.2): 
‘0{m'n) ^rn'-n = o{^) 
TH{m,m',n) = 0{m'{m' -n) log n) if 叫 命 ) 二 爪 ' 一 几 = 几 ) 
0(rn'n log m') otherwise. 
k. 
Average-case (section 2.9.4): 
T^(m,rn\n) 二 0 (m l ogm ' ) . 
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The comparison of asymptotic time complexity is given in Table 2.2. From 
the table, Hsu's algorithm has a good performance when m' - n is extremely 
small ( m ' = o(log n)). However, if m ( - n = o(log n), the average number of 
modules scheduled on each processor becomes 1 + which is smaller than 
2 as n is large (trends to 1 as n oo). It is more likely that the task system 
is dominated. Under this situation, all our algorithms give an optimal schedule 
in linear time, by Algorithm D (section 2.5.1). In addition, \i m' - n is moder-
ately large (m' -n = (^{y/n)), Hsu's algorithm is worse than all our algorithms. 
The searching algorithm based on a sorted matrix, Algorithm F, is better than 
all other algorithms except the cases of — n 二 o(y/\ogn). The modified 
constructive algorithm, Algorithm H, is worse than the searching algorithm, Al-
gorithm E, if m, — n 二 o(nlogn). It is better than the original constructive 
algorithm, Algorithm G, except C J ( ^ ) = m'- n = o{n\ogn). If the number 
of processors, n, in the chain-like task system is bounded, the worst-case time 
complexity of Algorithm H becomes 0{m'\ogm'). It has the same asymptotic 
complexity as that of Algorithm F and it is the best among all algorithms. Be-
sides, Algorithm H has an excellent average-case time complexity of 0(m' log m') 
and simple algorithmic structure. In the next section, we compare the practical 
performance of Algorithm F and Algorithm H via simulation. 
2.10.4 Simulation of Algorithm F and Algorithm H 
We conducted three sets of experiments with the number of processors, n 二 100, 
400 and 800 respectively. The number of un-mergeable modules ranged from 
m ' 二 10000 to m' = 300000 for each set of experiment. There are totally 100 
different sets of testing problem for each input size. The worst-case and average-
case execution time are recorded accordingly. The execution and communication 
costs are uniformly distributed random integers in the range [1,1000]. All testing 
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n Algorithm F AlgorithmH 
~m~\ 1.988 x 10-4 1.713 x 
~ W 2.015 x 10一4 1.917 x l F ^ " 
~8Q0| 1-958 x 10—4 1.990 x IP115" 
Table 2.3: The estimated constants by using linear regression. 
problems are merged by Hsu's merging phase[Hsu93] and verified to be a non-
dominated task system by Algorithm D before feeding to these two algorithms. 
All experiments are run on SPARCstation 10/30 with 32 MB memory. 
The execution time of the three sets of experiments with n 二 100, 400 and 
800 are plotted against m'logm, in Fig. 2.25. From these plots we see that the 
execution time is more or less directly proportional to m' log m' and invariant to 
the number processors, n. The modified constructive algorithm, Algorithm H, 
shows a superior average-case performance due to the simplicity of the algorith-
mic structure, and thus a small hidden constant factor in the big-0 notation. 
By using linear regression[Bhat77], we can estimate the hidden constants (Ta-
ble 2.3). From the table, the modified constructive algorithm, Algorithm H, is 
about 10 times faster than the searching algorithm based on a sorted matrix, 
Algorithm F. It is analogous to quick sort which has a superior average-case per-
formance even the worst case time complexity is 0(n2)[Knut73a] [Leeu90]. Thus, 
it is convinced that Algorithm H is practically more efficient than Algorithm F. 
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Number of processors, n =100 
140 1 I 1 1 r — 
120 - Alg. F : Worst Case ^ ^ ~ 
Alg. F : Average Case •+• “ , 
Alg. H : Worst Case 本 . + 十 一 
iUU _ Alg. H : Average Case -X- - ^ ^ + + 
Execution 80 一 + 
Time + 
(seconds)⑶ _ 十 一 
I ： 
0 le + 06 2e + 06 3e + 06 4e + 06 5e + 06 6e + 06 
m' log m' 
‘ (a) 
Number of processors, Tl 
=400 
140 i— 1 -i 1 1 
120 - Alg. F : Worst Case ^ Jo ~ 
Alg. F : Average Case + •  + 
Alg. H : Worst Case -B- +' 一 
100 " Alg. H : Average Case -X- • + + 
Execution 80 " + 
(seconds) 6Q _ + + -
4 0 - _ 
0 le + 06 2e + 06 3e + 06 4e + 06 5e + 06 6e + 06 
m' log m' 
(b) 
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Number of processors, n =800 
140 1 1 1 1 ' 
120 - Alg. F : Worst Case ^ ^ 一 
Alg. F : Average Case + • 丄 
Alg. H: Worst Case -B- J r 十 _ 
100 " Alg. H : Average Case -X- - + + 屮 
Execution 80 - + + + 
Time ^ ^ ++' 
(seconds) 6Q _ 一 
4 ； 
0 le + 06 2e + 06 3e + 06 4e + 06 5e + 06 6e + 06 
m' log m' 
(c) 
Figure 2.25: Simulations show the performance of Algorithm F and Algorithm H. 
The execution time is plotted against m'log m'. (a) n = 100. (b) n = 400. (c) 
n 二 800. 
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2.11 Conclusion 
In this chapter, several algorithms are presented for the problems of assigning 
chain-like tasks on a chain-like network computer. The chain-like task system 
consists of rrt modules are scheduled on n processors. First of all, a general-
ized decision algorithm, Algorithm C, is given in section 2.4.2. It is used to 
compare any given constant with the optimal schedule length. Algorithm C is 
an asymptotically optimal algorithm with 0(m') time and space complexities 
where m' is the number of un-mergeable modules. For a mergeable chain-like 
task system, we can apply the 0(m) Hsu's merging phase[Hsu93] prior to Algo-
rithm C. The time and space complexities remain linear. Besides, we can get 
an optimal schedule using the minimal number of processors among all optimal 
schedules. By Hsu's algorithm[Hsu93], all n processors must be utilized in any 
optimal schedule when m' > n. 
Secondly, for obtaining an optimal schedule, the chain-like task system is 
divided into two categories, dominated and non-dominated (section 2.5). An 
0(m') algorithm, Algorithm D, is presented in section 2.5.1 for deciding whether 
a chain-like task system is dominated, and giving a dominated optimal schedule 
if the answer is 'Yes'. Furthermore, four algorithms are proposed to solve the op-
timal allocation problem regarding the non-dominated task system. All these al-
gorithm apply the generalized decision algorithm, Algorithm C. Prior to these al-
gorithms, the Hsu's merging phase is applied and the task system is verified to be 
non-dominated by Algorithm D. The first algorithm (section 2.6), Algorithm E, 
searches the optimal schedule length in a set A which covers all possible schedule 
lengths. The time and space complexities are 0(m + m'logm, + m'{m' - n)) 
and 0(m + m'(m' 一 n)) respectively. We can re-arrange the schedule lengths 
in A such that a sorted matrix is obtained. By taking the advantage of the 
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partial order in a sorted matrix, a searching algorithm based on a sorted ma-
trix, Algorithm F, is presented in section 2.7. The time and space complexi-
ties are 0(m + m'log m') and 0(m) respectively. A simple constructive algo-
rithm, Algorithm G, is given in section 2.8. The time and space complexities 
are 0(m + m/2) and 0(m) respectively. By taking the advantageous proper-
ties of the un-mergeable non-dominated task system, a modified version of the 
constructive algorithm, Algorithm H, is presented in section 2.9. The time 
complexity is 0(m + m'n + m'(rn' - n) log(m, - n)) if m - n < n; otherwise, 
0(m +m'n log m'). The space complexity is 0(m). The worst case is analogous 
to that of sorting a nearly sorted sequence of numbers by using quick sort. The 
average-case time complexity of Algorithm H is derived in section 2.9.4 and it 
equals 0(m + m' log m'). 
It is shown that the searching-base algorithm, Algorithm E, and the search-
ing algorithm based on a sorted matrix, Algorithm F, are worse than the best 
existing algorithm, Hsu's algorithm[Hsu93] only if m'-n = o(y/\og n). The con-
structive and modified constructive algorithms (Algorithm G and Algorithm H) 
are worse than Hsu's algorithm only if m'-n = o{y/E). However, \im'-n 二 o(n), 
it is more likely that the chain-like task system is dominated. It is because the 
average number of modules scheduled on each processor is less than two. If it 
is a dominated one, all our algorithms return an optimal schedule in linear time 
which is asymptotically optimal. The searching algorithm based on a sorted 
matrix, Algorithm F, is asymptotically the best among all our algorithms. The 
modified constructive algorithm, Algorithm H, is worse than the searching-based 
algorithm, Algorithm E, if m, — n = o(nlog n). It is worse than the original 
constructive algorithm, Algorithm G, if c j ( ^ ) = m' - n = o(nlogn). How-
ever, if the non-dominated task system satisfies the sufficient condition given 
in section 2.9.3, Algorithm H is proven to be asymptotically better than Algo-
rithm G in any situation. The average-case time complexity of Algorithm H is 
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0(m + m' log m') which is asymptotically the same as that of the worst-case time 
complexity of Algorithm F. Experiments are conducted to investigate the prac-
tical performance of these two algorithms (section 2.10.4). It is realized that the 
modified constructive algorithm is ten times faster than the searching algorithm 
based on a sorted matrix. As a result, it is persuaded that Algorithm H is practi-
cally more effective than Algorithm F due to the simple algorithmic structure. It 
shows an analogous phenomenon of quick sort which has a superior performance 
even the worst-case time complexity is 0(n2) for sorting n numbers. 
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Chapter 3 
Vehicle Scheduling Problems 
with Time Window Constraints 
3.1 Introduction 
Single-vehicle scheduling problems (VSP) are of great practical importance. One 
vehicle is going to visit a set of sites which are connected according to some 
arbitrary graph structures. The practical goals of scrutinizing these problems 
are minimization of total time taken for the vehicle to visit all sites. In practice, 
each site has its earliest (ready time) and latest (deadline) visiting times. The 
problem become constrained by time windows so that the vehicle should visit 
every site after the ready time but no later than the deadline. This is called 
the path version of the VSP. If the vehicle has to return to the starting site at 
the end of the trip, it is called a tour version. The literature on the problems 
with time windows has been growing at an explosive rate over the last few 
years[Bodi83] [Psar83] [Solo87]. Unfortunately, many of the interesting routing 
problems are NP-complete[Bodi83]. Psaraftis[Psar90] proposed a new model 
for routing of ships for a shoreline topology. He gave ail 0(n2) algorithm for 
solving the path version of the VSP on a convex shoreline with ready time only, 
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Figure 3.1: A convex shoreline with the corresponding straight line topology. 
where n denotes the number of sites. This topology is equivalent to a straight 
line structure (Fig. 3.1). The situation of one common deadline can be solved 
in 0{n2) time by applying Psaraftis's algorithm as if no deadline were present 
and then checking whether the total time taken is no greater than the common 
deadline. The trivial case of non-overlapping time windows can be solved by 
visiting sites with increasing order of ready time in 0(nlog n) time[Psar90]. 
Psaraftis conjectured that the generalized problem with both ready time and 
deadline is NP-hard. Karuno proposed a tree topology and proved the VSP on 
a tree with arbitrary degree and ready time only is NP-hard[Karu93]. There 
is no known pseudo-polynomial time algorithm and the status of whether it is 
NP-hard in the ordinary sense is still open. 
In this chapter, we show the Psaraftis's conjecture[Psar90] and prove that the 
decision versions of the VSP on a straight line with time windows for both path 
and tour versions are NP-complete. In addition, we present an 0{n2) algorithm 
based on dynamic programming approach for solving the optimization problem 
of a special case, in which all sites have a common ready time. For the VSP on 
a tree topology with time windows, we show that it is NP-hard even the degree 
of the tree is bounded. Furthermore, we show that it is NP-hard in the strong 
sense if the tree has an arbitrary degree. 
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follow: section 3.2 gives the 
formulation of the problem. Some notations are defined in this section. 
In section 3.3, we show that the decision version of the VSP on a straight line 
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topology with time windows is NP-complete. We give a polynomial reduction 
from PARTITION[Gare79]. This reduction is applicable to both path and tour 
versions. 
Section 3.4 gives an 0(n2) dynamic programming solution for solving a spe-
cial case in which all sites have a common ready time for both path and tour 
versions. This algorithm can be generalized to tackle some variants of this spe-
cial case and they are discussed in this section as well. 
In section 3.5, we prove that the decision version of the VSP on a tree struc-
ture with time windows is NP-complete in the strong sense. We give a pseudo-
polynomial reduction from 3-PARTITION[Gare79] where the constructed in-
stance has an arbitrary degree. Again, this reduction is applicable to both path 
and tour versions. 
Finally, we draw some concluding remarks in the last section, section 3.6. 
3.2 Problem Formulation and Notations 
V S P - W I N D O W : Given a set of n sites, 5 二 {列，《s2,..., sn}, in which each 
site & has a ready time r{si) and deadline d{si). The distance between any two 
sites, ^ and is denoted as Dist[s“4= Distis^si)), 1 < i,j <n. A vehicle 
with unit speed starts at site sx is going to visit all sites in S. 
A schedule, TT =(巧’ tt2, . . • , � )& Vs = {set of permutations of S}, is a 
sequence of sites so that the vehicle visits sites according to the order in TT. 
t ^m ) denotes the time instance at which site 7rt- is visited, 6 S, 
[max{r(7ri),D^(si,7Ti)} if Dist{sx^i) < d ^ ) 
亡冗(冗1) j ^ otherwise. 
I max{r(7Ti),^r(7ri_i) + Dist^i-x^i)} if ^ ( ^- l ) + D i s t ^wK i ) < di^i) 
j ^ otherwise. 
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II The completion time of a schedule TT, CV, is the total time taken to visit all 
sites, i.e., 
CiT — tir^n)' 
II A schedule TT is called feasible if all sites can be visited in between its time 
window (called time window constraint). This means that t^iTi) < oo, G S. 
p In other words, tt is feasible iff < oo and tt G ^ denotes the set of all 
feasible schedules. 
An optimal schedule is a feasible schedule with the minimal completion 
time, i.e.,彐7r0 eJ7 such that 
Cmin 二 CfO < Ctt , V7T G T. 
The optimization problem of the path version of VSP-WINDOW is to find a 
I 7T° if T ^ 0. 
Another problem restricts the vehicle return to site s1 at the end of the trip 
and called a tour version. The problem formulation is exactly the same except 
the definition of the completion time of a schedule TT is defined as 
二 t D + Dist{sU7rn) 二 仏 + Dist(sunn). 
V S P - W I N D O W - S L P and VSP-WINDOW-SLT: The sites are connected 
on a straight line topology, so that、and are adjacent sites, 1 < i < n. The 
corresponding optimization problem of the path (tour) version is called VSP-
WINDOW-SLP (VSP-WINDOW-SLT). Because of the straight line topology, 
yij,k,l<i<j <k<n, 
I Dist(si, Sj) + Dist(sj,sk) = Dist(si: sk). 
I In Fig. 3.2.(a), an example of the VSP-WINDOW-SLP is given. There are 
five sites and a feasible schedule is shown in Fig. 3.2.(b). A shaded region 
represents the vehicle is waiting for the ready time of a site. This elapsed time 
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I r= 10 40 15 6 37 
I d= 30 70 20 10 50 
‘ ( a ) 
t=0 9 12 15 21 36 37 48 
f (b) 
Figure 3.2: An example of the vehicle scheduling problem on a straight line 
with time window constraints, (a) Five sites with the inter-connected distances, 
ready times and deadline, (b) A feasible schedule, tt = (54,33,51,55,52). The 
completion time is 48. A shaded region is the elapsed time waiting for the ready 
time of the next site. 
is called waiting time. For example, the vehicle reaches 53 at time t 二 12. 
However, the ready time of 53 is r{s3) 二 15 so that the vehicle waits until the 
ready time (t = 15). The visiting time of 53 is ^(53) 二 15. 
VSP-WINDOW-TREEP and VSP-WINDOWS-TREET: Given a rooted 
tree, T 二 (S’ E) where E C S x S is the set of edges and sx e S is the root 
of T. For each edge, [Si,Sj) G E, there is a distance defined as w^Sj). Let 
a.1 X2 a^p is the unique path from site xx to xv, e S, then 
p — 1 
Dist(xi,xp) 二 f w(xi, (3.1) 
i==i 
The corresponding optimization problem of the path and tour versions are 
called VSP-WINDOW-TREEP and VSP-WINDOW-TREET respectively. 
An example of the VSP-WINDOW-TREEP is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.(a). 
There are five sites and a feasible schedule is shown in Fig. 3.3.(b). The distance 
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I ( s ^ ) (r，d):(10’20) 
j 
I (50,60) @ ( s ^ (9,11) 
I 
f (41,70)(S4) ( S 5 ) (20,30) 
I 1 1 ^ I 
t = 0 7 9 16 29 38 41 53 
I (b) 
Figure 3.3: An example of the vehicle scheduling problem on a tree with time 
window constraints, (a) Five sites with the inter-connected distances, ready 
times and deadline, (b) A feasible schedule, TT 二 (的，到,约―4，勿).The comple-
tion time is 53. A shaded region is the elapsed time waiting for the ready time 
of the next site. 
between any two sites can be calculated by (3.1). For example, 
Dist(s5, s4) 二 w;(«s5，53) + ^(53, s4) 二 6 + 3 二 9. 
In addition, the following notations are used in this chapter, 
• i 4 j denotes site i must be visited just before j and i ^ j ii i ^ sx ^ 
S2 ^ ... ^ sx j where Si e S, ot j. 
• i A j denotes i ^ j ot i ^ x ^ j where x e S. 
• ^ . . . ^ Xp) denotes the total time taken to travel along the path 
x1,x2,- ' "> where x{ G 5, i.e., 
p —1 
T(xx 4 . • • 4 〜 ) 二 D i s t ( x “ 而 + 1 ) . 
i=i 
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I 3.3 NP-hardness of VSP-WINDOW-SLP 
In this section, we show the following decision question is NP-complete, 
I VSP-WINDOW-SLP (decision) 
INSTANCE: Given a set of n sites, S = {sus2,... ,sn}, d(si) and 
Dis^sj^s^x), 1 <i <n,l <j <n. 
QUEST ION : Is there a feasible schedule for a vehicle to visit all sites and 
satisfy the time window constraint? 
This decision problem is easier than the decision problem of the optimiza-
I tion problem which asks for a feasible schedule with schedule length no greater 
I than a given constant JC. As a result, the NP-completeness of VSP-WINDOW-
SLP(decision) is a stronger result. We are going to show the reduction from 
PARTITION which is known to be NP-complete[Gare79]. 
I PARTITION 
I INSTANCE : A finite set I 二 {1，2,...,iV}, a "size" ai>0 for each i e I. 
QUEST ION : Is there a subset AC I such that 
I 
ieA ieA'=i-A iei 
3.3.1 A Transformation from PARTITION 
I Given an instance of PARTITION, we can transform it into an instance of VSP-
WINDOW-SLP (decision) as follows, 
I Let S 二 跽，尺，乃，队，1 < ^ < be the set of sites where 5 is the 
I starting site, Pi and Qi are the partition sites, Ei and are the enforcer sites, 
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and 
n = 47V+ 1, 
1 ^ 
B = 
C 二 25 + 1, 
N 
X = NC + 2CYA + B 
i=i 
=N2C + B. 
f Distance The topological structure (Fig. 3.4) of the VSP-WINDOW-SLP (de-
cision) instance is 
I (Q1? QN, ^2 , . . . , FN, FAT-I,…,PN-I, ...，FT) 
and 
Dist(Qi, Qi+1) 二 Dist(QN, «s) 二 C , l < i < N 
I Dist(s, Ex) 二 Dist(E“ Ei+1) = 0 
； Dist{EN,FN) = DLsl^Fi, D 二 Q , K i < N 
Dist{FuPN) 二 C + aNl2 
Dist{Pi,Pi-i) 二 C + (a,• —a,_;L)/2 ,1 < < < iV 
I i.e., Dist{FuPi) 二 (iV — < + + , l < i < N . 
2 C + 平 
C+ 竽 
2 
Figure 3.4: The topological structure of the VSP-WINDOW-SLP (decision) 
instance for the reduction. 
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^ i£\ f£\... a... ^ m t ^ 
^ ^ 2(1M)C ^C" ^C 2(N=1)C、NC， 
^ ^^ ^B \c+B (N-DC+B "NC+B 
Figure 3.5: The ready times and deadline of the VSP-WINDOW-SLP (decision) 
instance for the reduction. 
Ready Time and Deadline 
r(s) = 44 = NC 
r(Pi) 二 r(込）二 + 义 一 + ^ + ^ ^ “ ^ 十 1 ) 。 
d(Pi) 二 ^QO-X + SCEf-l + ^V-S + ^C + B 
[NC + 2CT^k + B = X 二 TV 
r ( £ ! . ) 二 I 
[ N C + 2 C J 2 U otherwise 
d(Ei) == + + B 
[X + ^ + ^  'lii = 1 
r ( F i ) = < . v ' 1 X + 2(7 k otherwise 
d(Fi) 二 X + 2CEf“+1& + B. 
Fig. 3.5 shows the time windows of the constructed instance. 
3.3.2 Intuitive Idea of the Reduction 
The intuitive idea of the reduction can be explained as follows, the starting 
site (s) and enforcer sites (Ei and I < i < N) have non-overlapping time 
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windows (Fig^ 3.5) so that there is a fixed order of visiting of these sites in any 
feasible schedule (to be proven in Lemma 3.1). The vehicle can only choose 
either Pi or Qi in between the visiting of and E{ or s and Ex (to be proven 
in Lemma 3.2). It is because the partition sites Qj and Pj (I < j < i) are 
too far away from the enforcer sites and the other partition sites, Qk and Pk 
(i <k < N) have not been ready yet (Fig. 3.6). 
一 一 一 — • 、 
Figure 3.6: The solid and dotted lines represent the two possible routes. The 
partition sites in the blank region are too far away from h and E{. The 
partition sites in the shaded region have not been ready before the deadline of 
Similarly, the vehicle can only choose either Pi or Qi in between the visiting 
of Fi+1 and Fi or EN and FN (to be proven in Lemma 3.3). The vehicle is now 
constrained by the deadline of the partition sites (Fig. 3.7). 
Figure 3.7: The solid and dotted lines represent the two possible routes. The 
partition sites in the blank region are too far away from Fi+1 and F“ The 
partition sites in the shaded region should have been visited due to the deadline 
constraint. 
Lastly, sites 5, En and F1 should be visited at their deadline, i.e., t = NC, 
x a n d 2X — NC respectively. The elapsed times between the visiting times of 
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these sites are 
N 
X - NC = + B. 
l 
As a result, the set of partition sites, {Pi ： \ < i < N}, is partitioned into two 
parts, PL and PR (Fig. 3.8), such that 
E …二 X ) 叫 二 B. 
PiePL PiePR 
These two sets, PL and PR, correspond to the solution of the PARTITION 
instance. 
© ^ P L ^ ^ © ^ P R —— 
I 1 1 
t=NC X 2X-NC 
Figure 3.8: Relationship between the PARTITION instance and the constructed 
VSP-WINDOW-SLP instance. The set of partition sites, {Pi}, is partitioned 
into 2 parts, PL and PR. The sites in PL are visited before time t = X while the 
sites in PR are visited after time t = X. 
3.3.3 NP-completeness Proof 
L e m m a 3.1 5 must be the first site to be visited and 
s ^ Ei ^ E2 �… ^ • Em ^ FN ^ FN-I ^ • … � 
in any feasible schedule. 
Proof. 
For 1 < z < iV, 
N N 
r(Ei+1) - d(Ei) > NC + 2 C Y : k - ( N C ^ 2 C ^ k ^ B ) 
V N-i N-i+1 
D 
二 2 C ( i V “ ) - B > 2 d 〉 0 
=> E\ �五 2 ^ . • . ^ En • 
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For 2 < i < AT, 
N-i+2 N-i+1 
- d{Fi) > X + 2C E k-{X + 2C ^ k + B) 
i i 
=2C{N -i-}-2)-B>4:C-B>0 (C > -) 
々 Fn ^ Fn 一 i ^ • • • F\ 
r(FN) - d(EN) = X-j-2C-X>0 
� En ^ FN. 
F o i l < i < N , 
N 
r ( p . ) = r(Qi) = NC + 2C Y, k-^(N-i + l)C 
N-i+2 
> NC 二 d、s)‘ 
For 1 < i < JV, 
r(El) — d(s) 二 NC + 2NC-NC〉0 
令 s ^ P“s ^ Qi and s �E\, 
So, 5 is the firstly visited site and 
s^t Ex E2 �… �E N �F N ^ FN-I � . . . m 凡 
• 
L e m m a 3.2 The sequence of sites of any feasible schedule before the visiting of 
EN is 
where Ri € {Pi-, Qi}-
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Proof. Firstly, we are going to prove Pj or Qj cannot be visited before Ei in 
any feasible schedule, Vi，j，l ^： i < j ^： N. 
It is obvious that r(Pi}< r (只+1), l < i < N . Thus, Vi，j，1 <i <j < N, 
r(P,) - d(Ei) > r(Pi+1) - d(E{) 
N N 
=NC^2C k + [N - i、C -、NC + 2C 乙 A; + B) 
N-i+l N-i+1 
=(N-i)C-B>C-B>0 (C > B). 
Similar result holds for Qi because r(Pi) 二 
Secondly, we are going to prove Pj or Qj cannot be visited before Ei in any 
feasible schedule, Vi, j , I < j < i < N. Fov 2 < i < N, 
N N 
d(Ei) _『(Em) 二. NC + 2C k + B-(NC + 2C 乙 k) 
N-i+l N^i+2 
= + + R (3-2) 
Fovl<j < i < N , l < k < N , Dist(Eh Pj) > Dist{Eu Qj), Dist(Ek, Qj) > 
Dist(Ek, Qi-i), 
4 Pj ^ Ei) > Qj Ei) 
> T(Ei_i — Qi-i — Ei) 
二 2C{N - i + 2) 
> 2C{N -i + l) + B 
=d{Ei) - (by (3.2)). 
i.e., we cannot visit Pj or Qj before visiting E“ l<j<i<N. 
By combining the above two result, the only possible choice between the 
visiting of Ei,! and Ei are Pi or Q“ 1 < i < N. Now we are going to prove that 
we cannot visit Pi followed by Qi (or vice versa). 
我玖）—r(<s) 二 NC + 2NC + B-NC 
二 2NC + B (3.3) 
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T(s ^ P ^ Q i ^ EJ 二 T(s ^ Q ^ Pi^ 丑 i) 
二 4NC + ai 
> 2NC + B 
f；' 二 d i E ^ - r i s ) (by (3.3)). 
For 2<i < N , 
T{Ei.x 4 Pi 4 Qi 4 Ei), - ^ Qi ^ Pi ^ Ei) 
=.AC(N - i + 1) + a,-
> —i + + B 
=d(Ei) —『(Ei-O (by (3-2)). 
We can visit either Pi or Qi (but not both) in between the visiting of h 
and Ei. By Lemma 3.1，the sequence of sites in any feasible schedule before 
visiting En is 
R\ RN T-, R3. ,RN. 771 
s I~^ Ei I y t 2 1 > . . • I y ^n 
where Ri G {Pi-, Qi}- 口 
L e m m a 3 .3 The sequence of sites in any feasible schedule after the visiting of 
En is 
^ RN j-, Rl^-l rp ^ " . 2 ,只1、jp 
EN 1-A FN I)• FN-I I • . . I、力 1 
where Ri G {Pi, Qi}-
Proof. Firstly, we are going to prove Pj and Qj must be visited before Fi in 
any feasible schedule, Vz,j,l < i < j < N . 
It is obvious that d{Pi) > 奶 ) ， ! < i < j < N . Thus, V z , j , l < i<j< N, 
r(Fi) - d(Pj) > r{Fi) - d(Pi) 
N-i+l N-i 
> X + 2C Y , ^ - (X + 2C ^ fc + (TV - i + 1)C + 
一 l i 
= ( N -i + l)C - B >0. 
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i.e., Pj (and thus Qj) must be visited before F“ Vi, j and I < i ^： j ^： N. 
Secondly, we are going to prove Pj or Qj cannot be visited before Fi in any 
feasible schedule, Vi, j , 1 < 7 < z < N. For 1 < i < N, 
N-i+l N-i 
d(Fi)-r(Fw) 二 X + 2C ^ 
K=1 1 
二 2 ( 7 (抛 -“ 1 ) + 5 . (3.4) 
For 1 < j < i < N； Dist(Fi,Pj) > Dist(Fh Qj) and Dist(Fi,Qj) > 
: D i s t p i U , 
I T(Fi+1 ^ Pj ^ Fi) > T{Fi+1 ^ Qj ^ Fi) 
f > T(Fi+1 ^ Qi-i ^ Fi) 
=2C(N 2) 
I = d{Fi) - r(Fi+1) (by (3.4)). 
i.e., we cannot visit Pj or Qj before visiting Fi, 1 < j < i < N. 
For FN, 
[ d(FN) - r(EN) = X-h2C-X 
f . 二 2C. (3.5) 
T(En ^ Pj Fn) > T(En — Qj — Fn) 
> T(EN H- Qjv-i ^ FN) 
I、.. . 二 4(7 
> d(FN) 一 r(EN) (by (3.5)). 
By the above two result, we cannot visit Pi or Qi before Fi+1 but they must be 
visited before the visiting of Fi. We are now going to prove that we cannot 
visit both Pi and Qi in between the visiting of Fi+1 and F{. 
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T{EN FN) . = T{EN PN^ FN) 
=AC aN 
> d(FN) - r{EN) (by (3.5)). 
For 1 < i < A ,^ 
T{Fi+1 ^ Pi ^ Q i ^ Fi) = T(Fi+1 ^ Qi ^ Pi ^ Fi) 
=AC{N - i + 1) + ai 
> 2C{N - i + 1) + 4C + a,-
> 2C(N-i + l)-hB 
= d { F i ) - r(^+ 1 ) (by (3.4)). 
We can visit either Pi or Qi (but not both) in between the visiting of Fi+1 and 
F“ By Lemma 3.1, the sequence of sites in any feasible schedule after visiting 
En is 
J-, RN T-I  RN-1 Tr ,只1、TP 
EN HA FN I、F/v—1 I ^ •..  1 、 
where Ri G {Pi, Qi}-
L e m m a 3 .4 If n is a feasible schedule, then 
7T = (5, Ru Eu R2,丑2,...，Rn, En, R'N, FN, R'N^FN-u • •., R、, Fx) 
where 
Ri 二 Pi or Q“ 
\ Pi if Ri 二 Qi 
4 { Qi ifRi = Pi. 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.2，Lemma 3.3 and all sites must be visited, 
if 7r ^ F , then 
TT = (5, Ei, R2, E2,…，Rn, EN, R'N, FN, R'n-i, FN-1,…，Fi) 
where 
Ri = Pi or Q“ 
, ( P i if Ri = Qi 
( Q i if Ri = Pi-
• 
L e m m a 3.5 PARTITION has a solution iff the corresponding VSP-WINDOW-
SLP (decision) instance has a feasible schedule. 
Proof. For any schedule n 
7T 二 Os, Ru Eu R2, RN, En, R'n, Fn, i^—” FJV-I, ..., K ,  Fi) 
where 
Ri = Pi or Q“ 
{ Pi if Ri 二 Qi 
R'. 二 〈 
" I Qi 'iiRi = Pi. 
Let A , 二 {L 怂二/Vin兀，1 g i g i V } 
二 {i : R'. 二 乃 in TT, 1 S < g AO and 
ai= ai and A-= E aj-
Then, 
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U(s) = NC 
t^Ri) = max{tvr(5) + Dist(s, ^ ^ ( R i ) } 
U{Ri) = max^^E,.!) + Dist(Ei.u Ri),r(Ri)} ,2<i<N 
U{Ei) = m^x{U{Ri) + Dist(Eh ft), r(及)} , l < i < N 
= m^x{U(EN) + Dist(EN, R'N), 
t^B!,) 二 m a x 仏 ( 凡 + 1 ) 十 D W ( 巧 + 1 , 代 ) ， r ( 蝎 ) } ,\<i<N 
t八Fi) :. = + Dist^R'^R'i)} , 1 < ^ < 
If A^ < B, then 
‘ ⑷ 二 NC 
“ — { + + + otherwise 
N 
U{Ei) 二 NC + 2C Y , ^ + 4 
N-i+l 
[ i f 代 二 乃 
t (Rr.) = I 
( X + 2C T J L m + + + A r 1 otherwise 
N-i+l 
i 
Part 1 : “ � ” part. 
Let A and A'{= / — A) be a soiution of the PARTITION problem, construct 
a schedule n such that, 
7T == (s，凡1,丑1, R2,丑2, • . . , RN, EN, R'n, FN, R ' N 一 … ， 
where 
{ Pi if i G A 
Ri = \ 
( Q i 挑 “ 
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} Pi if Ri = Qi 
[Qi if Ri = Pi-
Then, = A, = A'= I - A and = A f 二 B, 
= NC< d{s). 
If Ri = P^ 
, N a . 
t八Ri) = NC + 2C Y, 
N-i+2 
N 
< NC + 2C Y, + + + (i e A,) 
AT-i+2 
=d(Ri). 
If Ri = Qi, 
N 
U(Ri) = NC + 2C Y1 fc + ^ - z + l ^ + A；"1 
N-i+2 
N 
< NC 女 2C + + + 
N-i+2 
二 d(Ri) 
and U(Ri) > r{Ri), i.e., all Ri can be visited properly. 
N 
U{Ei) = NC + 2C ^ + 4 
N-i+l 
N 
< NC^r2C Y, 
N-i+l 
二 d、Ei).. 
For 1 < i < A ,^ 
N 
U(Ei) = NC^2C + 
N-i+l 
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N 









二 NC + + B 
l 
= r ( E N ) , 
i.e., all Ei can be visited properly. 
If R\ = Pi, 
N-i+l a . 
i 
N-i+l 
< X + 2C X： + + (i e K) 
i 
‘ 二 W . 
If R\ = Qi, 
N-i+l . 1 





and 知 偶 ) > r(代)，i.e., all 代 can be visited properly. 
N-i+l 
U(Fi) 二 X + 2C E k + A： 
l 
N-i+l 
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For 1 < i < AT, 
N-i+l 
U(Fi) = X + 2C k-^A'： 
i 
AT-i+l 





t . (^ i ) 二 X + + 
i 
N 
二 X + + B 
i 
二 r(Fx). 
i.e., all Fi can be visited properly. As a result, TT is a feasible schedule. 
Part 2: “ � ” part. 
Suppose on the contrary, the PARTITION problem has no solution and 
there is a feasible schedule for the VSP-WINDOW-SLP(decision) problem, i.e., 
MAC I and ^^ 二 / 一 A, 
ieA ieA' 
Since 7r is a feasible schedule, U(EN) < d(EN), i.e., 
t八EN) 二 NC + 2C” “ A: < NC + 2C” k + B 
By (3.6), 
A^ 二 叫 + B 
N 
t . ( F i ) = 义 + 2 0 ^ ： & + 力 『 
i 
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which is contradictory to the fact that 7r is a feasible schedule. 口 
T h e o r e m 3.6 VSP-WINDOW-SLP (decision) is NP-complete. 
Proof. It is obvious that VSP-WINDOW-SLP (decision) is NP and the trans-
formation in section 3.3.1 can be done in polynomial time. By Lemma 3.5, 
VSP-WINDOW-SLP (decision) is NP-complete. 口 
T h e o r e m 3.7 The decision problem of asking for a feasible schedule for the 
tour version (VSP- WINDOW-SLT) is NP-complete. 
Proof. It is obvious that TT is a feasible schedule for the path version iff it is 
a feasible schedule for the tour version. Thus, the reduction is applicable to 
the tour version, VSP-WINDOW-SLT, so that the decision problem of the tour 
version is NP-complete by Theorem 3.6. 
3.4 Polynomial Time Algorithm for the VSP-
W I N D O W on a Straight Line with Com-
mon Ready Time 
The result in the last section implies that there is no hope for finding an efficient 
algorithm to solve the general VSP-WINDOW-SLP problem unless P = NP. 
In this section, we try to develop an efficient algorithm that can solve a special 
case of VSP-WINDOW-SLP in which all sites have the same ready time, i.e., 
rU\ 二 r ( j ) ,W , j G S. For the rest of this section, the sites are labelled as 
1 so that sites i and i + 1 are connected adjacently, Vi, 1 < i < n 
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and the vehicle is initially located at site 1. If the common ready time is zero, a 
trivial solution for an optimal schedule is tt 二 (1,2,...，n) for both path and tour 
versions provided that the problem has a feasible solution. The time complexity 
is 0(n). For the general case, the feasible schedule is characterized as follows, 
L e m m a 3.8 In the path version, VSP-WIND0W-SLP, for all feasible sched-
ules, 7T, there exists a feasible schedule 丌's.t. \/l < i < n, 
• it'- = minW-} — I or max{7r'} + 1. 
i.e., at any instant, the visited sites form a consecutive region on the straight 
line and the last visited site is either the leftmost or rightmost site in this region 
(Fig. 3.9.(a)). In addition, 
CV' + Dist(yn,7Tn) < C^. 
i.e.，the completion time of tt' plus the time taken for the vehicle returns to the 
last visited site in TT is no greater than the completion time of tt . 
Proof. If 0, there exists an feasible schedule tt eJ7. Assume tt does 
not satisfy the criterion, we are going to construct another schedule, s.t. 
< 二 m h u Q o K } — 1 or max^^iiTT；} + l , V z , l < z < n . Let j be the smallest 
index in n such that 1 < j <n, 
tt,- + min {nk} — 1 and nj + ma,x {nk} + 1. 3 7 l<k<j l<k<0 
It is equivalent to 
tt?- > max {TTk} + 1 and nj < m m ^ k } — 1. 3 l<k<jL l<k<j 
Case 1: % > m a x ^ ^ ^ O + 1 (Fig. 3.9.(b)-(c)) 
Since TT _i has been visited and all sites have the same ready time, we can 
visit any site with no waiting time and thus 
U(7Tj) 二 ‘(TTj-l) + Disti^j-x^j). 
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、 ( c ) 
Figure 3.9: (a) The visited sites (shaded) form a consecutive region on the 
straight line. The last visited site is either the leftmost or rightmost site (the two 
dots) in this region, (b) and (c) The two possible cases of the transformation. 
The shaded region represents the visited sites and the dot is the last visited site, 
The thickened line is replaced by the dotted line without increasing the 
distance from TVj-i to 7Tj. 
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Let 丌访=maxi<A;<j{7rfc} + 1 in 7r, then we can construct a schedule 丌” s.t. 
7r" = (7Ti, • • , 7Tj_i, 7Tj, • . . , 7Tx-i,7rx+i, • • . , 7Tn). 
t^'i^x) = U(^j-i) + Dis^nj-!,^) 
< “(TTj-l) + Dist(7Tj.U TTj) + DistfjTj,〜）(7Tj > 7TX) 
< U{nx) < d{7Tx) (TTGf) 
“ ， ， ( 〜 ) 二 tJjTj-O + + Dist[7Tx,nj) (nx < TTj) 
=U(7Vj) < d(nj) (TrG f ) . 
Vy，j <y<x-\, 
= U(7Ty). (3.7) 
+ 1 < y < n, 
t^ {7Ty) < U{7Ty). (3.8) 
Thus, TT" • 
li X = n, 7TX is the last visited site in n, then 7r”n = and 
C^ + Dist(y 7Tn) = ;’，(TT^-I) + Dist(nx-U7Tx) 
=t^TVx-i) + Dist(nx-i, 7TX) (by (3.7)) 
= U { n x ) = C^. 
l i x ^ n , 7T，,n 二 7Tn，then 
CV，+ Dist{TT\, 7Tn) = t , (7Tn) + Dist{7Tn, TTn) 
< U(nn) (by (3.8)) 
_ n 
一 V^TT • 
As a result, C^，，+ 7rn) < C^. 
Case 2: tt,- < Similar to Case 1 and tt",- = mini<fc<j{7rfc}-l. 
In both case, TT",- 二 m i m g d i O — 1 or m ^ ^ i i ^ } + 1 and C ^ + 
D,ist(n'\,nn) < C^. By repeating the above procedure, we can eventually 
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construct a feasible schedule 丌‘s.t. Vi, I < i < n, 
7rt- = min {7r'} — 1 or max{7r'} + 1 and C^' + Dist(n'n17rn) 
l<j<i  J l<j<«  J 
• 
By Lemma 3.8, we can solve the VSP-WINDOW-SLP problem with common 
ready time by an algorithm based on dynamic programming as follows, 
Algor i thm I (Dynamic Programming Approach) 
Input: A set of n sites, {1,2，.. •, n}，their ready time，r{i), deadline，d{i) 
and the distance between adjacent sites，Dist{j,j + 1)； 1 < ^ < ^ 
and 1 < j < n. 
Output: The minimal completion time if J7^ 0； otherwise oo. 
(1) for z = 1 to n //boundary conditions 
(2) V(i, h 0 = ^(max{r(0, Dist(l,i)}) 
(3) V(n + l , n + l , 0 = V(h ” + 1，0 = 0 0 
⑷ for / = 2 to n /// is the number of visited sites 
(5) for i = 1 to n _ Z + 1 // i is the visited site with the smallest index 
(6) j 二 < + / — 1 / / j is the visited site with the largest index 
(7) V(i,i,j) = mm{Si{Dist(i + 1 , 0 + + + 1，j)), 
SiiDistU.^-^VU.i^hj))} 
(8) V ( j , i , j ) 二 — l,j) + V(j 一 l,i,j 一 1))， 
(9) Cmin 二 miixWl, 1, n), V(n, 1, n)} 
(10) return 
Cmin 
_ Algorithm I, V(k,i,j) denotes the time instance that sites + 1,.. •, j 
are visited and the last visited site is k, i < k < j. The function 5i{x) is defined 
as follows, 
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！ x if x < d{i) 
。 oo otherwise. 
There are altogether 0(n2) iterations. V(i,i,j) and V(j,iJ) can be calcu-
lated in constant time by using an 0(n2) array (line 7 and 8). The time and 
space complexities of the above algorithm are 0(n2). In addition, we can record 
the optimal schedule by some simple modifications. Fig. 3.10 shows an execution 
of Algorithm I. The optimal schedule is tt° = (3,2,4,1). 
T h e o r e m 3.9 Algorithm I returns the minimal completion time for the VSP-
WINDOW-SLP with common ready time in 0(n2) time. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.8, for all feasible schedule TT, there exists a feasible sched-
ule ty' such that the last visited site at any instant is either the leftmost or 
rightmost site of all visited sites and C— + Dist(7r'n,7r) < C^. As are result, 
if JF^ 0, there exists an optimal schedule TT° such that it satisfies the above 
criterion because V7r G T^ 
C^o < Cno Dist{7T°n,nn) < Cr 
Thus, we can only consider cases that the last visited site has either the smallest 
or largest index (V{i,iJ) and V(j,iJ) in line 7 and 8). It is obvious that Cmin 
in Algorithm I is the optimal completion time. 口 
T h e o r e m 3.10 We can find the optimal completion time for VSP-WINDOW-
SLT with common ready time in 0(n2) time. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.8, for all tt G there exists a feasible schedule, tt', 
such that the last visited site at any instant is either the leftmost or rightmost 
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r= 5 5 5 5 
d= 30 9 6 20 
(a) 
y ( i , i , i ) 二 5 
V(2,2,2) 二 5 
V(3,3,3) 二 6* 
V(4,4,4) 二 9 
.V ( l , l , 2 ) = 9 
V(2,l,2) = 9 
V(2,2,3) = 8* 
V(3,2,3) = oo 
V(3,3,4) = oo 
y(4,3,4) = 9 
. V ( l , l , 3 ) 二 1 2 二 I?ist(2,3) + V(2,2,3) 
V(3,l,3) = oo 
V(2,2,4) 二 oo 
V(4,2,4) = 13* = Dist(2,4) 土 V(2,2,3) 
二 22* 二 伪 圳 4 , ： 0 +V(4，2,4) 
V(4,l,4) = oo 
(b) 
t=0 6 8 13 22 
(c) 
Figure 3.10: The execution of Algorithm I. (a) Five sites with the inter-
connected distances, ready times and deadline, (b) A table shows the values 
of V. A star denotes the corresponding entry leads to the optimal completion 
time, (c) The optimal schedule with completion time 22. 
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site of all visited sites and + Dis^Tr^n) < C^. In the tour version, VSP-
WINDOW-SLT, the completion time of a schedule TT is 巧 二 C^ + Dist(ivn, 1). 
Thus 
CI, = C^-h D i s t i l l ) 
< CV' + Distil, 7rn) + Dist(nn, 1) 
< CTT + Dist(7Yn, 1) 
二 CI. 
i.e., there exists an optimal schedule such that it satisfies the criterion in Lemma 3.8. 
As a result, Algorithm I is applicable to the tour version by modifying line 9 
and 10 as follows, 
line 9: = min{y( l , l , n ) ,y (n , l ,n) + Distort)} 
line 10: return 
• 
In addition, this algorithm can be extended to cases in which the vehicle 
starts at time t = 0 not at site 1，but at some interior site 5 between 1 and n. 
The boundary conditions (line 2 and 3) are changed as follows, \/i,l<i<n, 
For the tour version, the additional modification is line 9, 
C^ 二 min{l/(l，1, n), + Dist{s, n)}. 
Algorithm I is only applicable to the cases that all sites have a common ready 
time, since Lemma 3.8 will not be valid if sites have different ready times. The 
reason is that the thickened route in Fig. 3.9.(b)-(c) cannot be replaced by the 
dotted route, or else the vehicle may have to wait at site nx (due to the different 
ready time) and thus the deadline of ^ may be missed. 
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3.5 Strong NP-hardness of VSP-WINDOW-
TREEP 
In section 3.3, we showed that the decision versions of VSP-WINDOW-SLP and 
VSP-WINDOW-SLT are NP-complete. By restriction, VSP-WINDOW-TREEP 
and VSP-WINDOW-TREET are NP-hard because a straight line structure is a 
tree with degree 2. However, since PARTITION is only ordinary NP-complete, 
it remains unknown for answering whether VSP-WINDOW-SLP is strongly NP-
hard. In this section, we prove the decision versions of VSP-WINDOW-TREEP 
and VSP-WINDOW-TREET are NP-complete in the strong sense. Firstly, the 
decision version of VSP-WINDOW-TREEP is defined as follows, 
VSP-WINDOW-TREEP (decision) 
INSTANCE: Given a set of n sites, S = ., . ,、 } ，a rooted tree T 二 
(5, E) where ECSxS, r ⑷ ， d ( s i ) and w{su,sv), I < » < n, \/(su,sv) t E. 
Q U E S T I O N : Is there a feasible schedule for a vehicle to visit all sites and 
satisfy the time window constraint? 
We are going to give a pseudo-polynomial reduction from 3-PARTITION to 
VSP-WINDOW-TREEP(decision) where 3-PARTITION is a well known strongly 
NP-complete problem [Gare79], 
3-PARTITION 
INSTANCE : A finite set / = {1,2, . . . , 3m} of 3m elements, a bound B e Z^ 
and a "size" a{ G for each i G such that each a{ satisfies B/4 < a,- < B/2 
and Y^iei a i 二 
QUEST ION : Can I be partitioned into m disjoint sets / i , / 2 , . . . , / m such 
that, for 1 < j < m, E^e/,知 二 B ? 
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3.5.1 A Transformation from 3-PARTITION 
Given an instance of 3-PARTITION, we can transform it into the following 
instance of VSP-WINDOW-TREEP(decision). Let S = {R,Pi,Ej,l < i < 
3m, 1 < j < m} be the set of sites where R is the starting site (and the root 
of the tree), Pi {I < i < 3m) is the partition site and Ej (1 < j < m) is the 
enforcer site. The rooted tree, T 二 (S, E), has a star structure such that 
E = {(丑，Pi) : 1 < i < 3m} U {(R, Ej) : l < j < m}. 
The distance function, w^  is defined as 
[ 令 if s 二 只 ， 1 S i S 3m 
I 0 s = Eh \ < j < m. 
The ready times and deadline of the sites are defined as follows, 
r(R) = d{R) 二 mB + 1. 
Vi, 1 < i < 3m, 
r{Pi) = 0 
d{Pi) = mB. 
V j , l < j < m , 
r ( 均 ） 二 砜 均 ） 二 j B . 
The constructed VSP-WINDOW-TREEP instance is shown in Fig. 3.11. 
3.5.2 NP-completeness Proof 
L e m m a 3.11 VSP- WINDOW-TREEP(decision) instance has a feasible sched-
ule if ^-PARTITION has a solution. 
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( O ^ B ) ® 巧 B ， B ) 
\ y v ^ y (2B,2B) 
(0，mB) • ^ Y V V ^ - ^ ^ 
(0，mB) V ^ y ( m B , m B ) 
Figure 3.11: The instance of VSP-WINDOW-TREEP for the reduction. The 
ready time and deadline of site R are mB + 1. 
Proof. Let I be partitioned into m disjoint sets / i , / 2 , . . . , /m such that 1 < 
j < m, J2xei 二 B. Construct a schedule, 
TT 二 (Q i l , Ql2, 0l3,迟1，Q2U Q22, 023, E2” •。Qml, Qm2, Qm3,五m, R) 
where Qju Qj2, Qjs e {Px ： x e I j , Px G 5}, l <j< m, 




= B . (3.9) 
We are going to prove that each enforcer site, Ej (1 < j < m), can be visited 
at its deadline by induction on j. 
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For j = 1, 
UiEr) = T{R ^ Qn ^ Q12 ^ Qis ^ i^) + Dist(R, Et) 
= ^ + 0 (by (3.9)) 
= B , 
It is true for j = 1. 
Assume it is true for j 二 k < m, i.e., 
K(Ek) = kB. 
For j 二 fc + 1， 
U ( E m ) = U{Ek) + T{R ^ Q{k+i)i — Q(k+1)2 ^ Q(k+1)3 4 R) 
+Dist[Ek, R) + Dist(R, Ek+1) 
=kB + B (by (3.9)) 
= + 
So, it is true for j = k + l. 
Thus, all enforcer sites are visited no later than their deadline. Moreover, all 
partition sites (Pi) are visited in between their time windows because 1 < 
i < 3m, 1 < j <m, 
r(Pi) < r(均）二 diEj) < d(Pi). 
Lastly, 
U{R) = m^x{r{R)M^m) + Dist(Em,R)} 
二 + 1 
=d(R). 
7T is a feasible schedule for the VSP-WINDOW-TREEP(decision) instance. • 
L e m m a 3.12 The 3-PARTITION has a solution if the corresponding VSP-
WINDOW-TREEP(decision) instance has a feasible schedule. 
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Proof. Since the ready time of each enforcer site equals its deadline, W EJ7, 
U{E3) = d^Ej) = jB. 
As a result, m separate blocks of time, each of length exactly B are left 
(Fig. 3.12). 
@ @ © © 
I I 1 • • • 1 1 
t=0 B 2B (m-l)B mB 
- B — B - - B ^ -
Figure 3.12: The feasible schedule of the VSP-WINDOW-TREEP instance. 
Furthermore, the total time taken to visit all sites is equal to 
3m m 
2Dist(R, Pi) + ^ 2Dist(R, Ej) = mB. 
i=i j=i 
The deadline of any partition site is mB and thus all partition sites should 
be visited before mB in any feasible schedule. So, the vehicle are not allowed 
to wait at any site and it should visit 3 sites, Q j uQj2 , Qjs, in the time interval 
[(j — l)BJB],l < j <m, such that 
T{R ^ Qn ^ Qj2 ^ Qjs ^ R) = B. (3-10) 
As a result, m disjoint sets, I h /2, • •., are obtained as follows, I < j < m, 
lj = {x : Qji 二 Px or Qj2 二 P^v or Qj3 二 Px} 
and 
[ a x == T(R ^ Qji 4 Qj2 4 Qjs ^ R) 
映 h . 二 B (by (3.10)). 
i.e., I u / 2 , . . . , / m i s a solution of the 3-PARTITION problem. 口 
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T h e o r e m 3.13 VSP- WINDOW-TREEP(decision) is NP-complete in the strong 
sense. 
Proof. It is obvious that VSP-WINDOW-TREEP (decision) is NP. The trans-
formation in section 3.5.1 can be done in polynomial time. The length of the con-
structed instance (VSP-WINDOW-TREEP(decision)) is polynomially related to 
the length of the given 3-PARTITION instance. Furthermore, the largest num-
ber in the constructed instance is +1, so that it is polynomially bounded by 
that of the 3-PARTITION instance (B). By Lemma 3.11 and Lemma 3.12, the 
3-PARTITION instance has a solution iff the corresponding VSP-WINDOW-
TREEP (decision) instance has a feasible schedule. As a result, it is a pseudo-
polynomial reduction and VSP-WINDOW-TREEP (decision) is NP-complete in 
the strong sense. 口 
T h e o r e m 3.14 The decision problem of asking for a feasible schedule for the 
tour version (VSP- WINDOW- TREET) is NP-complete in the strong sense. 
Proof. It is obvious that TT is a feasible schedule for the path version (VSP-
WIND0W-TREEP) iff it is a feasible schedule for the tour version. Thus, the 
reduction is applicable to the tour version, VSP-WINDOW-TREET, so that 
the decision problem of the tour version is NP-complete in the strong sense by 
Theorem 3.13. 口 
3.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we study the computational complexities of the single-vehicle 
scheduling problems (VSP) on two topological structures, straight line and 
tree. In section 3.3, we prove the conjecture given by Psaraftis[Psar90] and 
show that the decision problems of the vehicle scheduling problem (VSP) on 
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a straight line with time window constraints for both path (VSP-WINDOW-
SLP) and tour (VSP-WINDOW-SLT) versions are NP-complete (Theorem 3.6 
and Theorem 3.7). An extension to the case in which the vehicle is required 
to spend a known "service" time (called handling time) at each site is also an 
interesting problem. It is easily observed that the SEQUENCING WITHIN 
INTERVALS [Gare79], which is a strongly NP-complete problem, is a restricted 
case of the VSP on a straight line with time windows and handling time. Thus 
the extension of VSP-WINDOW-SLP and VSP-WINDOW-SLT with handling 
time are NP-hard in the strong sense. If the problem has only ready time, 
deadline or handling time, it can be solved in polynomial time. The path and 
tour versions of the VSP on a straight line with ready time only can be solved 
in 0(n2) and 0(n) times respectively, where n is the number of sites[Psar90]. 
The trivial cases of the VSP on a straight line with deadline or handling time 
only can be solved in 0(n) time for both path and tour versions. The optimal 
schedule is a trip visiting all sites successively from the starting site to the other 
end of the straight line topology. However, the status of the VSP on a straight 
line with ready and handling times only (or deadline and handling time) is still 
open. Psaraftis conjectured they are NP-hard[Psar90]. Besides, it remains to ex-
amine whether the VSP-WINDOW-SLP and VSP-WINDOW-SLT are strongly 
NP-hard or not. The status of different single-vehicle scheduling problems on a 
straight line topological structure is summarized in Table 3.1. 
For the path and tour versions of the VSP on a tree structure with time 
windows, VSP-WINDOW-TREEP and VSP-WINDOW-TREET, we show that 
they are NP-hard in the strong sense by a pseudo-polynomial reduction from 
3-PARTITION[Gare79] in section 3.5 (Theorem 3.13 and Theorem 3.14). The 
tree has an arbitrary degree. Since the straight line cases (VSP-WINDOW-SLP 
and VSP-WINDOW-SLT) are special cases of the tree structure in which the 
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degree of any node is no greater than 2，the VSP-WINDOW-TREEP and VSP-
WINDOW-TREET are NP-hard by restriction even the tree has a bounded 
degree. A similar extension is applicable to the VSP-WINDOW on a tree with 
time windows and handling time. It is NP-hard in the strong sense even the 
degree of the tree is bounded. However, the computational complexities of many 
variants are still inclusive. Table 3.2 gives a summary of the existing result. 
A special case of the VSP on a straight line with time windows, in which 
all sites have a common ready time, is investigated in section 3.4. We present 
a dynamic programming algorithm, Algorithm I, for solving both the path and 
tour versions. The time and space complexities of Algorithm I are 0(n2). Fur-
thermore, our algorithm can be extended to tackle problems in which the vehicle 
is initially located at some given interior site on the straight line topology. 
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Path version 丨 Tour version 
~~ready time (r) 0(n2)卞 0(n)T 
— d e a d l i n e Jd)~ 0{n) — Q(n) “ 
"handling time \h) ojn) — 0(n) 
r and d NP-hard NP-hard 
r and h ？^ ]_ 
d and h ？ ！ 
r,d and h NP-hard in NP-hard in — 
the strong sense the strong sense 
f: By Psaraftis's result[Psar90]. 
J： A ？ denotes an unknown status. 
Table 3.1: The computation complexities of the different variants of the VSP on 
a straight line topology. 
Path/Tour version Path/Tour version 
Bounded degree Arbitrary degree 
~~Feady time (r) | NP-hardT 
deadline (d) ？ ； 
handling time (h) ？ ; 
r a n d d NP-hard NP-hard in 
the strong sense 
r and h ？ NP-hard^ 
d and h ！ i 
r,d and h NP-hard in NP-hard in 
' the strong sense the strong sense 
J： A ？ denotes an unknown status, 
t: By Karuno's result[Karu93]. 
Table 3.2: The computation complexities of the different variants of the VSP on 




In this dissertation, we have investigated the computational complexities of two 
scheduling problems: allocating chain-like tasks on a chain-like network com-
puter and scheduling a vehicle with time window constraints. The former is an 
“easy” problem which can be solved by efficient algorithms in polynomial time 
and the latter is a "hard" problem which is proven to be NP-hard in most of 
the cases. We now summarize our results and discuss some possible directions 
for future research. 
In chapter 2, several algorithms are presented for the problems of assigning 
chain-like tasks on a chain-like network computer. The chain-like task system 
consists of m modules are scheduled on n processors. First of all, a generalized 
decision algorithm, Algorithm C, is given in section 2.4.2. It is used to compare 
any given constant with the optimal schedule length. It is an asymptotically 
optimal algorithm with 0(m') time and space complexities where m' is the 
number of un-mergeable modules. Besides, we can get an optimal schedule using 
the minimal number of processors among all optimal schedules if the optimal 
schedule length is known. 
Secondly, for obtaining an optimal schedule, the chain-like task system is 
divided into two categories, dominated and non-dominated (section 2.5). An 
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0{m') algorithm, Algorithm D, is presented in section 2.5.1 for deciding whether 
a chain-like task system is dominated, and giving a dominated optimal schedule 
if the answer is 'Yes'. Furthermore, four algorithms are proposed to solve the op-
timal allocation problem regarding the non-dominated task system. All these al-
gorithm apply the generalized decision algorithm, Algorithm C. Prior to these al-
gorithms, the Hsu's merging phase is applied and the task system is verified to be 
non-dominated by Algorithm D. The first algorithm (section 2.6), Algorithm E, 
searches the optimal schedule length in a set which covers all possible schedule 
lengths. The time and space complexities are 0(m + log m' + m'{m' - n)) and 
0(rn + m\m' 一 n)) respectively. The second algorithm, Algorithm F, searches 
the optimal schedule length in a sorted matrix and it is presented in section 2.7. 
The time and space complexities are 0(m + m'\ogm') and O(m) respectively. 
A simple constructive algorithm, Algorithm G, is given in section 2.8. The 
time and space complexities are 0(m + m/2) and O(m) respectively. By taking 
the advantageous properties of the un-mergeable non-dominated task system, 
a modified version of the constructive algorithm, Algorithm H, is presented in 
section 2.9. The time complexity is 0(m + m'n + m'{m' - n)\og(m' - n)) if 
m-n<n- otherwise, 0(m + m'n log m'). The space complexity is 0(m). The 
worst case is analogous to that of sorting a nearly sorted sequence of numbers 
by using quick sort. The average-case time complexity of Algorithm H is derived 
in section 2.9.4 and it equals 0(m + m'\og m'). 
It is shown that the searching-base algorithm, Algorithm E, and the search-
ing algorithm based on a sorted matrix, Algorithm F, are worse than the best 
existing algorithm, Hsu's algorithm [Hsu93] only if m'-n 二 o ( V ^ ) . The con-
structive and modified constructive algorithms (Algorithm G and Algorithm H) 
are worse than Hsu's algorithm only \im'-n 二 However, if m'-n = 
it is more likely that the chain-like task system is dominated. It is because the 
average number of modules scheduled on each processor is less than two. If it 
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is a dominated task system, all our algorithms return an optimal schedule in 
linear time which is asymptotically optimal. A detailed comparison is given in 
Table 2.2 (section 2.10). ‘ The searching algorithm based on a sorted matrix, 
Algorithm F, is asymptotically the best among all our algorithms. The average-
case time complexity of the modified constructive algorithm, Algorithm H, is 
0(m + m^ogmO which is asymptotically the same as that of the worst-case 
time complexity of Algorithm F. Experiments are conducted to investigate the 
practical performance of these two algorithms (section 2.10.4). It is realized that 
the modified constructive algorithm is ten times faster than the searching algo-
rithm based on a sorted matrix. As a result, it is persuaded that Algorithm H 
is practically more effective than Algorithm F due to the simple algorithmic 
structure. It shows an analogous phenomenon of quick sort which has a su-
perior performance even the worst-case time complexity is 0{n2) for sorting n 
numbers. 
In chapter 3, we study the computational complexities of the single-vehicle 
scheduling problems (VSP) on two topological structures, straight line and tree. 
In section 3.3, we prove the conjecture given by Psaraftis[Psar90] and show that 
the decision problems of the vehicle scheduling problem (VSP) on a straight 
line with time window constraints for both path (VSP-WINDOW-SLP) and 
tour (VSP-WINDOW-SLT) versions are NP-complete (Theorem 3.6 and The-
orem 3.7). Besides, we show that the extension of VSP-WINDOW-SLP and 
VSP-WINDOW-SLT with handling time are NP-hard in the strong sense. A 
special case of the VSP on a straight line with time windows, in which all sites 
have a common ready time, is investigated in section 3.4. We present a dynamic 
programming algorithm, Algorithm I, for solving both the path and tour ver-
sions. The time and space complexities of Algorithm I are 0(n2) where n is the 
number of sites. Furthermore, our algorithm can be extended to tackle problems 
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